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five-band solid-state COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
Somebody once said there's no price for perfection.

Now there is: $2,195.

Perfection. It's another name for signalone's CX7A. When signalone engineers set out to design the CX7, they started with a clean slate.

They sat down and brainstormed. They tried to come up with every conceivable feature the serious amateur would want in a rig.

Once they had the features figured out, they started engineering innovative circuitry... right from the chassis up. And they didn't compromise, either in circuitry or in the components they chose for the rig.

Oh, sure, there were problems. You always run into that when you're making electronic history. But we've been ironing out those problems. And we've come up with a rig that should answer every amateur's prayer... the CX7A.

In fact, the CX7A makes all other amateur gear seem obsolete. It's like having a room full of sophisticated gear in one single desk-top unit.

See the CX7A at your signalone dealer. Or write us today for a detailed brochure. You'll be perfectly delighted when you see what dedication to perfection has come up with. Even at $2,195.

Features:
1. Instant band change without tuneup.
2. Instantaneous digital frequency readout.
3. IF shift control.
5. All popular modes of operation.
6. Transceiver-plus-receiver operation.
7. Hang AGC levels out wide swings in signal strength.
8. All ham bands from 160 through 10 meters.
9. RF envelope clipping provides matchless talk power.
10. Metering of all critical functions.

signalone
a subsidiary of
Computer Measurements, Inc.
1645 West 135th Street
Gardena, California 90249
Phone: (213) 532-9754
Why won't Don Wallace listen to anyone else?

W6AM doesn't have to, since he began using our professional quality VHF-FM 2 meter transceiver with exclusive Astropoint. The precise and powerful Astropoint system actually blocks out all interference. So when one of the nation's number one hams is having a 2-way conversation he won't have unwanted interference.

Astropoint is featured on all standard transceivers including the rugged, 12 channel SR-C826M.

It's not only a compact mobile but even fully portable with the addition of a battery pack.

And there's a lot more that appeals to Don about the SR-C826M than just Astropoint. All silicon semiconductors with solid state circuitry. Ten watts of R.F. output power combined with low power consumption. MOSFET R.F. Amplifiers and mixers.

And the list of features goes on.

Which is why Don Wallace hasn't been listening to anyone else lately. Not that he's choosy about who he listens to. Just whose equipment he listens on.

For complete specifications and the name of your nearest dealer, write:

STANDARD
COMMUNICATIONS
CORP.
639 North Marine Ave.,
Wilmington, Calif. 90744
(213) 775-6284
Only an MC-4 can "top" a Drake TR-4

the optimum Sideband Transceiver

(Richard L. Drake)

Adding an MC-4 Mobile Console, with its excellent wattmeter and built-in speaker, is the only way to improve a Drake TR-4.

BUILT-IN TR-4 FEATURES

- Full Frequency Coverage on all amateur bands 10 through 80 meters. No additional crystals required.
- 300 Watts PEP input on SSB.
- Shifted-Carrier CW 260 watts input
- Upper and Lower Sideband all bands.
- Controlled-Carrier Screen Modulator for AM
- VOX or PTT
- Output Impedance Adjustable with pi-net.
- Two Special 9 MHz Crystal Filters for sideband selection.
- 1 kHz Dial Accuracy.
- 100 kHz Crystal Calibrator
- Price $599.95 Amateur Net

ACCESSORIES

MC-4 Mobile Console (shown in photos above) .............. $69.00
MMK-3 Mobile Mounting Kit ... $ 6.95
AC-4 115/230 VAC 50/60 Hz
   Power Supply .............. $ 99.95
DC-4 12 VDC Solid State
   Power Supply .............. $125.00
34PNB Noise Blanker .............. $100.00

TR-4 SPECIFICATIONS:

- Frequency Coverage: Full coverage on all amateur bands 10 thru 80 meters, in seven 600 kHz ranges: 3.5 to 4.1 MHz, 7.0 to 7.6 MHz, 13.9 to 14.5 MHz, 21 to 21.6 MHz, 28 to 28.6 MHz, 28.5 to 29.1 MHz, 29.1 to 29.7 MHz.
- Solid State VFO: Has linear permeability tuning. Tunes 4.9 to 5.5 MHz for all ranges. Dial Calibration: 10 kHz divisions on main tuning dial and 1 kHz divisions on the tuning knob skirt.
- Frequency Stability: High stability solid state VFO tunes same range on all bands. Drift is less than 100 cycles after warm-up, and less than 100 cycles for plus or minus 10% line voltage change.
- Modes of Operation: SSB Upper and Lower Sideband, CW and AM.
- Misc: 20 tubes including voltage regulator; two transistors; 8 diodes; 100 kHz crystal calibrator built-in; Dimensions: 5½" high, 10" wide, 14¾" deep.
- Weight: 16 lbs...

TRANSMITTER: Single Sideband: 300 watts P.E.P. input power, VOX or PTT. Two special 9 MHz crystal filters provide upper or lower sideband selection on any band, without the necessity of shifting oscillators.
- CW: Power input 260 watts. Carrier is shifted approximately 1000 cycles into one sideband, and mixer and driver are keyed. Grid block keying is free from chirps and clicks. Automatic transmit/receive switching when key is operated. CW sidetone oscillator for monitoring.
- AM: Controlled carrier AM screen modulator is built-in. 260 watts P.E.P. input. Low carrier power increases 6 times to 50 watts output at maximum modulation. This system is compatible with SSB lines, VOX or PTT. Diode detector used for receiving on this mode. Product Detector can be used by switching manually... RECEIVER:

- Sensitivity: Less than ½ microvolt for 10 dB S/N.
- F. Selectivity: 2.1 kHz at 6 dB, 3.6 kHz at 60 dB.
- Antenna Input: Nominal 50 ohms.
- Audio Response: 400 to 2500 cycles at 6 dB.
- Audio Output Power: 2 watts.
- Impedance: 4 ohms.

MC-4 SPECIFICATIONS:

- Frequency Coverage: 1.8-54 MHz.
- Line Impedance: 50 Ohm resistive.
- Accuracy: ± (5% of reading +3 watts) Power Capability: 300 watts forward or reflected.
- Controls: Front panel 2-position switch selects forward or reflected power. Speaker: 3" x 5" oval, 2.98 ounce ceramic mag.

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY
540 Richard St. Miamisburg, Ohio 45342

Phone: (513) 866-2421
Telex: 288-017
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Recently, I overheard a contact on 40 meters between two long-time amateurs who felt that amateur radio today just isn’t as exciting, inviting and mysterious to today’s youth as it had been to them forty years ago. They felt that in today’s era of technological miracles, our hobby has less uniqueness and fewer opportunities to offer than it had in years past. Similar feelings have underlined many amateur discussions recently.

A. Prose Walker, W4BW, in speaking at amateur gatherings around the nation, has mentioned that amateur radio up to this day has been exciting and has seen tremendous technical progress and growth. But Mr. Walker maintains that the past has only been a prologue to what is to come.

Along with many others, we at *ham radio* note that the day of the amateur-built receiver may have passed in favor of the vastly superior and less expensive commercial version. However, look to the applications to which this commercial gear can be used for experimentation and growth.

Some oldtimers say that even the thrill of working DX is gone now — anybody with money and a big antenna can work all the DX he wants. Yet today we see the phenomenal growth of QRP as hundreds of old-timers and experienced kilowatt-wielders leave their high-power equipment to marshal three of four watts and chase DX across oceans or across state lines.

Modern solid-state technology and manufacturing techniques have provided us with equipment which has fostered the amateur spirit — perfecting the art of getting the message through in spite of the limitations of equipment or power. Rather than making more “appliance operators,” new low-power commercial equipment has presented new challenges and opportunities for fun and better training to help amateurs serve in the public interest.

A recurring theme of Mr. Walker’s has been the undreamed of opportunities presented to today’s amateurs by satellite communication. Rather than bemoaning the passing of the simple homebrew a-m transmitter, look toward the possibilities of intercontinental communication when you want it rather than at the whim of the ionosphere. The amateur’s traditional communication expertise, inquisitiveness, patience, resourcefulness and determination must again come to the fore in this present and indescribably exciting field of amateur satellite communication.

Most importantly, though, our present level of sophisticated communications equipment gives us all the ability, and the real responsibility, to truly communicate with our fellow amateurs — either through the local fm repeater or on the other side of the world. And if that still isn’t exciting, if it isn’t challenging, if it isn’t rewarding, if it isn’t as new and vital as today, then maybe we should start the funeral dirge for amateur radio. However, I agree with Mr. Walker — the past is only a prologue to the future.

Jim Fisk, W1DTY
editor
The most powerful signals under the sun!

Got a space problem?

Hy-Gain Has The Answer

Even if you’re limited to just a few square feet of real estate, you’ve got room for a Hy-Gain multi-band vertical antenna. Unquestionably the ultimate in strength and performance...occupies minimum ground space. Whatever your requirements...you can’t do better than Hy-Gain.

The incomparable
Hy-Gain Hy-Tower 18 Ht. For 80 thru 10 meters.

The finest multi-band omnidirectional vertical antenna on the market today. Entirely self-supporting and virtually indestructible. Takes maximum legal power with ease. Automatic band switching. All hardware iridite treated. Outstanding performance! Wt. 96.7 lbs. Ht. 50' $179.95

No. 182

NEW!
Hy-Gain 18 AVT/WB For 80 thru 10 meters.
Superb wide-band omnidirectional performance combined with extra heavy duty construction...for the red-hot action you want. So strong it mounts without guy wires. Automatic switching with three Hy-Q traps. Top loading coil. True 1/4 wave resonance on all bands. A great buy! Wt. 16.2 lbs. Ht. 25' $59.95

No. 386

Versatile
Hy-Gain 18 V For 80 thru 10 meters.
Low cost, high efficiency vertical antenna. Easily tuned to any 80 thru 10 meter band by adjusting feed point on the base inductor. Easily mounted, highly portable. Installs almost anywhere! Wt. 5 lbs. Ht. 18' $21.95

No. 193

Hy-Gain 14 AVQ/WB For 40 thru 10 meters
Successor to the famous 14 AVQ...totally improved. Entirely self-supporting, automatic band switching, omnidirectional vertical antenna. Three separate Hy-Q traps with large diameter coils for very high Q. True 1/4 wave resonance on all bands. Peak performance! Wt. 9.2 lbs. Ht. 18' $39.95

No. 385

Hy-Gain 12 AVQ For 10, 15 and 20 meters
Low cost, plus performance. Completely self-supporting vertical with Hy-Q traps. Low radiation angle for top performance. Great antenna for your money! Wt. 7.2 lbs. Ht. 13'6" $26.95

No. 384

HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 5407-WF / Lincoln, Nebraska 68501
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five-band
solid-state
communications receiver

The A80-10 receiver — a straightforward reproducible design for 80- through 10-meter CW, ssb and a-m reception

This receiver, which I call the A80-10, has been designed for simplicity of construction, and uses standard solid-state circuits in a dual-conversion system. You can see from the photographs that an attempt was made to minimize the number of operating controls without compromising performance. So often, the extra knob (or switch) for some special feature is difficult to apply correctly, and many of them cause operator confusion.

The A80-10 receiver provides excellent amateur-band performance in any of the standard operating modes. The across-band sensitivity is less than 1 μV for 10 dB S+N/N ratio. The passband is controlled by a Collins 2.1-kHz mechanical filter, with added skirt improvement provided by an i-f transformer serving double duty as an impedance-matching network.

Frequency drift is negligible. Either of two methods is available to the builder to minimize drift problems — NPO capacitor compensation or the installation of a British Tempatrimmer,* an adjustable

*The Oxley 6.5-pF Tempatrimmer is available from British Radio Electronics Limited, 1742 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20007. The unit is priced at $13.25; add $0.50 for postage and handling.
temperature-compensating device. Both methods satisfy today's stringent stability requirements.

The CW passband is effectively much less than that provided by the mechanical filter. An added op-amp audio filter allows peaking of any audio tone, thereby filtering out unwanted adjacent signals. A few minutes spent learning to operate the upper and lower bfo control with the CW audio filter should allow you to obtain passband selectivity that is adequate in the most dense operating conditions.

The A80-10 receiver has two poor functional features which should be pointed out. First, there are internal birdies at 7.0 and 21.0 MHz. The 7.0-MHz birdie is quite strong and can result in the loss of the bottom 2-kHz of the 40-meter band. Both birdies are second-overtone harmonics from the band-switching oscillator in the converter. The 21.0-MHz spurious is relatively small by comparison, but can be easily recognized. Second, the printed-circuit board, panel, etc., were not designed for a particular commercial cabinet.* All peculiar parts, panels, etc., were developed for this design: on the plus side, the size of the PC board and grouping of operating controls lends itself to a variety of cabinets at the builder's option.

Receiver performance will be directly proportional to the builder's patience and efforts. Poor wiring and assembly practice will result in disastrous failure. As in any design, compromise and options exist.

**Table 1. Coil-winding data for the A80-10 receiver.**

| L1, L2 | 4 μH. 25 turns no. 32 on Miller 4500-2 coil form. Link is 4½ turns no. 32 on cold end. Resonates to 14.2 MHz |
| L3    | 40 turns no. 32 on Miller 4500-3 coil form. Link is 10 turns no. 32 on cold end. Resonates to 3.9 MHz |
| L4    | 1.2 μH. 10 turns no. 32 on Miller 4500-3 coil form |
| L5, L6| 3.4 μH. 20 turns no. 32 on Miller 4500-3 coil form |
| L7    | 1.2 μH. 20 turns no. 32 on Miller 4500-3 coil form |
| L8    | 11 turns no. 32 on Miller 4500-2 coil form. Resonates to 24.5 MHz |
| L9    | 15 turns no. 32 on Miller 4500-2 coil form. Resonates to 17.5 MHz |
| L10, L11 | 11 μH. 40 turns no. 32 on Miller coil form. Link is 10 turns no. 32 on cold end |
| L12   | 4500-2 coil form. Link is 10 turns no. 32 on cold end |
| L13   | 15 μH. 50 turns no. 32 on Miller 4500-2 coil form |

Miller 4500 coil form is a slug-tuned ceramic form, 0.260" diameter. The −2 powdered iron slug (color coded red) is designed for the frequency range from 1 to 20 MHz. The −3 slug (color coded green) is designed for use between 20 and 50 MHz. Miller coil forms are available from the J. W. Miller Company, 5917 South Main Street, Los Angeles 90003.

The builder with a well-stocked parts reservoir will find a major portion of his receiver completed. The guy starting from scratch is up against it. Although there are a nearly infinite number of parts substitutions that can be made, only the gross types will be discussed.

**Basic Design**

An overall schematic/block diagram is shown in fig. 1. Briefly, the receiver uses the 3.5- to 4.0-MHz band as the first conversion frequency, mixing with a high-frequency oscillator for a second conversion to 455 kHz. A 2.1-kHz Collins

* A complete set of drawings for the cabinet illustrated in the photographs is available from the author. Please include a large self-addressed, stamped, envelope.

† The power supply circuits, mixer circuit and 100-kHz marker oscillator are essentially the same as those published in the ARRL “Radio Amateur’s Handbook,” 1970 edition.
filter shapes the passband. The 455-kHz i-f signal is then amplified and beat against an upper or lower sideband oscillator in a product detector. Detected audio is amplified by a single IC to the 1-watt level, suitable for low-power speakers. Higher frequency bands are tuned with the simple two-stage crystal-converter method. Specific bands are selected from the front panel.

For CW operation, as previously mentioned, a tunable audio filter controls the detected signal. The same knob which is used for tone selection has a built-in switch which activates a relay circuit for in-out control.

construction

As you can see from the photographs, all of the active components are mounted on a common PC board. Fig. 10 illustrates the functional arrangement for each section of the receiver. You can use your own judgment as to where to start. I found myself moving back and forth from section to section as components became available.

The serious builder will be able to make an inventory of the items he needs and immediately recognize those items having long procurement times. I would suggest ordering the i-f transformers, filter capacitors and rotary switches immediately, even before the printed-circuit board is available.

The bfo crystal frequencies are determined by the 20-dB points of the Collins mechanical filter. It is important to obtain the filter before ordering the crystals. The bfo and 100-kHz marker

fig. 1. Block diagram of the all-band A80-10 high-performance communications receiver.
Crystals are soldered directly to the PC board. Either ceramic or piston-type trimming capacitors may be used in the BFO and 100-kHz circuits.

If you like to do your own thing, the PC board layout in fig. 10 has enough information for taping and etching your own board, with whatever mechanical arrangements and component substitutions seem appropriate. However, fig. 13 is a half-scale layout of the PC board used in my receiver. A double-sided board is used, with the same circuit pattern on both sides for stiff ground plane and continuity.

2. Add the dc power straps and AGC lines.
3. Install the ICs, transistors and FETS (with the exception of the dual-gate MOSFETs).
4. Add the inductors; each of these coils has been wound several times so the turns ratios are accurate and considerable lati-

**Construction sequence**

The following sequence is a suggested procedure for building the A80-10 receiver:

1. Install all of the printed-circuit components, RF chokes and smaller filter components to the board.

---

**fig. 2. High-frequency converter covers the 40, 20, 15 and 10 meter bands. Complete coil-winding data is given in table 1.**
5. Install the trimming capacitors.

6. Add the shields to the rf stage; 0.005 to 0.010-inch copper is suggested. If significantly thicker material is used, soldering to the PC board may be a problem (see fig. 14).

7. Add the shield to the converter stage.

8. Install the subpanel, rf peaking capacitor, bandswitch and the two relays.

9. Complete that portion of the wiring which interfaces with the subpanel components and the board.

10. Assemble the power-supply regulator panels and install them on the PC board along with the power transformers, rectifiers and filter capacitors. Add jumper wires to the regulator panels, but do not hookup the dc buses at this time.

Fig. 4. Audio filter provides excellent selectivity for CW communications.
fig. 3. Circuit of the 3.5- to 4.0-MHz rf amplifier and 455-kHz i-f. The Collins mechanical filter provides desired selectivity.

11. Install the assembled printed-circuit board and subpanel into the cabinet. Fig. 10 shows the brackets and supports which adapt the sub-assembly to the cabinet.

12. Add the front panel components and interwiring except for the S-meter wiring.

construction hints

The rf tuning capacitors and band-switch are all mounted on the same center-line. Use the switch mounting feet as a common point for mounting the PC board; the bushings are mounted on the subpanel as indicated in the cross-section

fig. 5. Bfo, product detector and audio amplifier circuits.
views in figs. 11 and 12. I found that the feel of the Centralab PA-2021 rotary switch was poor; there are ball-detent switches similar to the PA-2021 which you may want to use. Both Oak Manufacturing and Centralab have good miniature ball-detent units.

To make maximum room available for adding the jumper wires between the converter components and the band-switch, remove all the excess contacts. This will minimize coupling problems as well. Referring to fig. 10, the shields between stages in the i-f and converter sections are just high enough to clear the ends of the inductors; a small bead of solder is run along the bottom of the shield as shown in fig. 14.

To provide for maximum slug adjustment in the inductors, the coils should be wound as shown in fig. 15. Complete winding data is given in table 1.

In my receiver I used no. 20 solid,

---

fig. 6. High-frequency oscillator circuit has excellent stability and low drift characteristics.

fig. 7. Complete agc circuit for the A80-10 communications receiver. The high-impedance fet S-meter circuit provides minimum load on the agc line.
tinned wire for the jumpers from the tuning inductors to the printed-circuit board, bandswitch and resonating capacitors. For all other wiring I used no. 24; miniature coaxial cable was used for shielded leads.

If you look at fig. 10 you will see that there is an offset between the integrated-circuit terminal centerline and the printed-circuit pads. The ICs should be installed as shown in fig. 16. The IC lead offset provides stress relief for the leads as well as allowing larger pad sizes to simplify etching the board. Note that the ICs are all installed from the back side of the board.

I tried HP2800 hot-carrier diodes in the detector, agc rectifier and agc attack circuits without significant improvement. These diodes provide low forward voltage drop and high leakage; however, the use of 1N270, 1N191, 1N914, 1N100 or 1N3600 diodes in these circuits provides almost equivalent performance. Don't be hesitant about using any good germanium device in the detector and agc attack circuits. Almost any good silicon rectifier will work well in the high-frequency oscillator circuit.

**Semiconductors**

Transistor types used in the A80-10 receiver were standardized wherever possible. For example, all small-signal bipolar stages are handled by the 2N2222, an npn high-speed switching transistor. However, any general-purpose npn transistor may be used so long as it has comparable current gain ($h_{FE} = 50$ minimum) and adequate voltage ratings.

In the agc circuit, transistor Q11 is operated class A, but saturates with strong signals. Transistor Q12 operates almost entirely in class B to accentuate positive pulses and provide a wider gate voltage swing on Q13. Some adjustments in bias values may be necessary if substitute transistors are used in these stages.

The 2N5462 p-channel depletion-mode fet used in several stages is a

---

**fig. 8.** Regulated power supply for the receiver provides plus and minus 12 Vdc.

**fig. 9.** Circuit for the 100-kHz marker oscillator.
fig. 10. The complete parts layout for the A80-10 is shown on the facing page, the printed-circuit layout is shown in fig. 13 and the construction and panel layout of the receiver is shown above.
general-purpose type. The 2N5463 or 2N4360 are acceptable substitutes. Since large variations in gate voltage vs drain current between different devices will cause the maximum agc voltage swing to vary considerably, it's a good idea to have several transistors to select from. Adjust diodes are installed across the antenna input circuits for over-voltage protection.\(^1\) \(^2\)

A Motorola MC-1553G wideband linear amplifier IC was selected for use in the A80-10. The MC-1552G may be used with somewhat reduced gain and sensi-

---

The 2N4416 n-channel fet used in the rf amplifier and mixer stages provides exceptionally good noise figure. Alternate types, which work well in these circuits, are the 2N3823, 2N5459, MPF-102, MPF-105 and MPF-108. However, the 2N3823 is the best choice for low mixer noise and maximum vfo output voltage.

The HEP-2004 dual-gate mosfet is used in the vhf amplifier and mixer circuits. The MFE-3006, MFE-3007, MFE-3008, MPF-120, MPF-121 and MPF-122 are superior substitutes since wider gain variations can be expected from the HEP-2004. However, there is sufficient i-f gain to offset this, and the cost of the HEP-2004 is much less than the recommended substitutes. Protective activity. I experimented with some similar ICs manufactured by RCA, but they all required an additional buffer stage to obtain equivalent results. The cost of the MC-1553G is relatively high, but well worth the investment because of the circuit simplicity it provides.

Although I used the Motorola MC1709C operational amplifier in the audio filter, a variety of suppliers makes this same device, including Fairchild (W58770921X), Philco (PA70931), Raytheon (RM4709) and Texas Instruments (SN52709L). In a recent issue of *ham radio*, WA1JSM discussed some additional design features of this device, as well as applications.\(^3\)

The Amperex TAA-300 audio amplifier IC used in the audio power amplifier stage provides 1-watt into an 8-ohm load. This device requires a heat sink. You may
want to obtain a copy of the Amperex data sheet on this device since there are considerable variations in external capacitors and feedback resistors for various operating requirements.\(^4\)

In some installations, to prevent instability, you may have to connect a capacitor (47 pF minimum) from pin 2 of the TAA-300 to ground. The printed circuit board indicates this component location. However, motorboating may result if this capacitor is installed prior to test and found not to be required. Some devices may require an additional capacitor (100 to 500 \(\mu\)F) from pin 4 to ground to prevent low-frequency oscillation.

**test and alignment**

Before applying any power, double check all your wiring connections, checking for continuity and short circuits. Check all transistors, capacitors and ICs for correct orientation. Without the power-supply regulator section connected to the circuit, you should obtain the following resistance readings from the plus and minus 12-volt lines to ground:

- +12V bus approximately 50 ohms
- -12V bus approximately 400 ohms

These measurements are made with the dual-gate-mosfet transistors installed in the board.

Apply ac power to the unloaded power supplies. The output voltage should be between 11.2 and 12.2 volts. Variations in zener-diode tolerances cause wide variation in output voltages. If the power supply voltages are within tolerance, connect the \(\pm12\) volt outputs from the regulator circuit to the corresponding bus points on the printed-circuit board.

Apply a 5- to 15-mV, 1000-Hz audio signal to TP-1. If the speaker is disconnected, install a 10-ohm resistor across the two output leads; connect a scope across the resistor — the audio signal will be displayed on the scope if everything is working properly. Of course, if the speaker is connected, you will hear the 1000-Hz tone.

Disconnect the speaker and install a 10-ohm resistor in its place. To properly test the agc circuit all of the rf stages must be tested and aligned. For preliminary agc alignment, however, apply a 25- to 50-mV audio signal to the base of Q11; varying this input voltage should cause a corresponding variation in negative voltage at the drain of Q13. If all is going well, a zero audio level applied to the base of Q11 should result in a corresponding Q13 drain voltage of -1 V; increasing the audio signal level to 25 or 50 mV should cause the Q13 drain voltage to change proportionately to -6 or -9 volts.

If the Q13 drain voltage swing is not as large as indicated, then something is wrong. Since Q11 is operating in class A, the collector voltage should be about 6 V, and the output signal should be nice and clean except when overdriven — then the output should start saturating a little. If Q12 is operating correctly the collector voltage should be about 1 or 2 volts with no signal, and 6 to 10 volts with a high input and some saturation may be apparent; i.e., the output could consist of square waves at about 6 to 10 volts positive.

The gate voltage on Q13 should be slightly less than the collector voltage of Q12, and vary in direct proportion. With this much gate voltage swing the drain current should cause the previously indicated voltage variations across the 2.2k resistor. I had to play a little with this circuit since there are so many variables between different fets that under some circumstances Q12 can operate in class A.

Just a few volts on the gate of Q13 will provide a significantly large agc voltage. The circuit in fig. 7 gives a little larger gate voltage swing under touchy CW conditions where the large agc voltage will save your eardrums.

Another agc circuit which works well if the beta of the transistors is high is shown in fig. 17. Note that the value of the coupling capacitors between stages is unimportant so long as you use a minimum value of 0.1 \(\mu\)F. If higher values are used as suggested in fig. 7, there is an improvement in low-frequency response. Diode CR6 can be any device exhibiting
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low forward voltage drop and moderate to high leakage such as the 1N914 or 1N191. Other circuits you might want to try are shown in Bill Orr’s “Radio Handbook.”

s-meter

The 1970 ARRL “Radio Amateur’s Handbook” suggests a typical S-meter circuit for receivers which use negative agc lines. However, the input impedance of the circuit is so low it severely loads the agc line. The fet S-meter circuit I used in the A80-10 (see fig. 7) is similar to the ARRL circuit, but does not load the agc line.

Adjustment of the S-meter circuit is quite simple since the sensitivity can be set for any preferred rf reference level. The meter responds to the decay agc feature so it does not hang up on a-m signals.

high-frequency oscillator

If this circuit is properly wired, and the coil is properly wound, there is absolutely no way that it will not work (see fig. 6). To align the oscillator, first set the bandspread capacitor to the center position. Grid dip the coil to the same approximate frequency (3.25 MHz) and apply power. Signal output should be from 1 to 3 volts peak, depending on the transistor used in the circuit.

The oscillator may be built without the tempatrimmer if you wish. If the tempatrimmer is not used, the 100-pF silver-mica capacitor should be an NPO type to compensate for temperature drift. The voltage of the zener diode is unimportant — 8, 9 or 10 volts is satisfactory. If you use an 8- or 9-volt zener, slightly increase the series resistance.

The L/C ratios used in the oscillator will allow you to adjust the oscillator from 350 to 500 kHz on five bands. This
means that if you are particularly interested in a certain segment of the bands, by properly selecting the converter crystals and adjusting the L/C combination, bandspread of a particular band segment can be adjusted to suit your interest.

Let’s assume that you are interested in a straightforward 500-kHz bandspread as results will provide temperature drift levels less than 25 Hz hour.

Probably the easiest i-f section to build and align is the one shown in fig. 3. The coils are easily wound with an error latitude of one or two turns. The coil/capacitor assembly is shown quite clearly in fig. 10. Put the trimmer capacitor (C19) in the half-mesh position, grid dip illustrated. Not too much trial and error is required to obtain low end frequency output at 3045 kHz with maximum capacitance and minimum slug; then tune to the other end of the scale, setting the inductor slug to a frequency slightly lower, and then backing off the capacitor. Returning to the low end and trimming both inductance and capacitance should get the oscillator into the required tuning range (3045 to 3545 kHz) within 4 or 5 tries.

Let the receiver operate for 72 hours, rettrim the tuning components, and then coil-dope the L13 slug and capacitors into position. Adjustment and installation of the tempatrimmer is best accomplished using the manufacturer’s instructions; the inductor slugs to 3750 kHz in each of the rf and mixer stages. Recheck circuit wiring and make sure that agc voltage is available at the mosfet gates.

Apply a 5-mV signal to the output of the 455-kHz mechanical filter or at TP3. If the i-f amplifier is operating correctly, an oscilloscope will display an audio signal at the audio input capacitor or across the 10-ohm load resistor. If you have finished the agc and S-meter sections, then visible S-meter movement

*Printed-circuit boards are available from Spectrum Research Laboratory, Inc., P. O. Box 5824, Tucson, Arizona 85703. The double-sided plated, completely drilled board is $27.50, including handling and postage.
should occur and AGC control should be apparent by putting the AGC switch in the on position and varying the 5-mV 455-kHz input signal from 1 to 15 mV while monitoring the mosfet gate voltages.

Install the dual-gate mosfet in the rf and mixer stages. Connect the hf oscillator to the mixer. Apply a 30-μV 3750-kHz signal to the input connector of the i-f and attach the oscilloscope to the output of the i-f amplifier IC. Tune the hf oscillator to a point where an i-f output is apparent. Adjust both slugs of the i-f transformer for maximum output signal. Adjust coils L12, L11 and L10, in that order, for maximum output signal. Now go back and readjust all trimmer components for 3750 kHz, and zero adjust the band-spread and capacitor trimmer. At this point, the receiver may be used for 80-meter reception.

To verify receiver operation, apply a 1-μV signal to the input with an oscilloscope monitor at the audio output. Tuning across the 1-μV signal and peaking the trimming controls should produce an obvious audio signal. With a 30-μV signal applied, 100% modulated with 1000 or 400 Hz, the upper and lower sideband trimming capacitors in the bfo circuit can be adjusted to provide audio reception at the appropriate level. Individually tune the bfo capacitors for maximum audio output. The output levels can be matched by adjusting R32 and R33.

cw filter

Properly wired and with good op-amps, the CW filter circuit should function immediately. Review the wiring of relay K2; turning the CW control clockwise should activate the relay, switching the audio through the operational amplifier circuits rather than directly to the audio amplifier. The potentiometer provides tunable audio; for CW operation a particular beat-note may be accentuated over another adjacent signal, much like a Q-multiplier. CW operators will find that by carefully using either the upper or lower bfo positions and the CW audio filter, passband characteristics will be equivalent to a 500-Hz filter. If you don't want to use 1% precision resistors, matched carbon composition types with values close to those indicated in fig. 4 are quite suitable for this circuit.

oscillators

Any npn transistor with current gain greater than 50 should work without difficulty in the bfo and 100-kHz oscillators. In the 100-kHz oscillator, substitution of a inductance value other than 10 mH will cause odd collector loading and erroneous oscillator frequencies. Adjustments in the collector-to-base resistor $R_A$ will correct for variations in device gain and crystal impedance (see fig. 18).

converter section

To align the converter, the following procedure is suggested. First, verify the operation of transistor Q3, the crystal oscillator, moving the switch from the 40-
through 10-meter positions. Oscillator operation should be apparent by monitoring the common terminal of S1-C for the signal; the voltage level may vary between crystals. Some difficulty may be experienced in obtaining stable oscillation on the correct frequency in each of the oscillator positions. Variations in impedance between crystals will cause the base bias voltage to shift and cause erroneous output. Some adjustment of R13 and R14 is required, depending upon the device you use. In the circuit in fig. 2, the gain of the transistor was approximately 85. VE3GFN suggests a slightly different circuit; however, I was not able to duplicate his circuit and obtain a stable output signal in all four crystal positions.

Minimum output voltage in the 10-meter position is approximately 1 volt.

Inductors L8 and L9 should be peaked for maximum signal output level at the appropriate crystal frequency. Grid dip L1 and L2 for 14.2 MHz, and L3 at 3.8 MHz. Put the band selection switch in the 20-meter position and apply a 100-μV 14.250-MHz signal to the antenna input. With a scope monitoring either the i-f amplifier output or the audio output, tune the hf oscillator for apparent signal reception. Adjust L3 for maximum signal output. Apply a 10-μV signal to the antenna input and adjust L1, L2 and L3 for maximum output level.

Put the band selection switch in the 40-meter position and apply a 100-μV 7.250-MHz signal to the antenna input. Adjust only C10 and C13 for maximum output signal.

The 10- and 15-meter bands are aligned in the same way, peaking the appropriate inductors for maximum signal. Final trimming of all inductors should be made again after installing shielding or covers around the converter section.

Some sensitivity and gain losses can be expected on 10 meters if you substitute different devices. Substitution of HEP 2004 transistors and adjustments in the value of R1 may be necessary. The more stable MFE-3006, MFE-3007 or MFE-3008 might prove useful.

And last, but not least, adjust transformer T2 for minimum 455-kHz speaker hiss.

references
Touch-Tone signals, which combine one frequency below 1 kHz with one above to represent each of ten digits, can be decoded with filters and relays or with integrated circuits. The Bell System 247B KTU uses LC filters, transistors and relays; a solid state IC decoder is described in the July, 1971 QST. Either will provide a discrete digital impulse for each Touch-Tone signal received.

Using one of these impulses to control a switched circuit is easy — so ten tones should make it possible to perform ten functions. And they would, if no one else ever transmitted the same tones on the frequency you selected for a control frequency. To make a system that will act only on signals addressed to it and disregard all others, circuits are needed that will recognize multiple digits in a prescribed sequence. This article describes such a system.

**design requirements**

What should a Touch-Tone control unit for a repeater provide? At the Lake Erie Amateur Radio Club repeater, WB8CQR, the objectives were:

1. Accept Touch-Tone signals as reproduced at the output of a standard fm receiver.
2. Retransmit signals not addressed to the repeater control, but otherwise disregard them, so that others can use Touch-Tone on the same frequency.
without interfering with the repeater controls.

3. Recognize signals directed at the control unit, interpret them and act on them without retransmitting them.

4. Disregard erroneous, irrelevant or incomplete codes, resetting to its stand-by state automatically.

The control unit is designed for a repeater with the transmitter and the primary receiver about a half mile apart, connected by a single telephone pair. There are two receivers on the primary input frequency, one at the main receiver site and one remote, both tone guarded. A second receiver at the main site, on a secondary frequency and unguarded, is used principally by base stations.

Wire control of the transmitter from a number of remote points is provided in accordance with the station license. The Touch-Tone control unit, located at the main receiver site, supplements the wire control but does not replace it. The Touch-Tone unit performs the following functions:

1. Disables the keying circuit to the transmitter, without affecting the receivers.
2. Switches the output to an alternate frequency.
3. Switches a guarded receiver from tone guarded to open.
4. Disables each receiver separately.

The disabling circuits are interlocked so that it is impossible to disable all inputs at the same time.

Since each of the listed functions must be reversible, a total of twelve codes is required. Although two-digit codes would suffice, and allow plenty of room for expansion, it was felt that three-digit codes would give enough greater security against false or accidental keying to justify the additional equipment.

To get greatest flexibility during development and maximum adaptability to future change, all integrated circuits are grouped in modules, on etched circuit boards. The boards are approximately four inches square and plug into sockets.

fig. 1. Overall block diagram showing relationship between all modules.
The unit occupies one half of a 19-inch rack. On the left is the power supply; the tops of the logic boards are visible to its right behind the panel on which indicator lights show the status of the six functions controlled. Space is provided for two additional lights if another switching module board is added later. The box in the foreground is the local control unit, with ten digital keys in the Touch-Tone pattern, a button to key the transmitter and a light showing when the gate is open to permit access to the unit.

that provide 22 possible connections to each side of the board. There are four types of modules, as shown in fig. 1. They are:

Control module (board 1, fig. 2). Processes incoming Touch-Tone signals and generates a clock pulse to drive the J-K flip-flops on the other circuit boards.

Buffers, gates and drivers (board 2, fig. 5). Provides additional logic elements to expand and combine outputs of other circuits.

Switching modules (boards 3, 4 and 5, fig. 3). Identical switching modules, two on each board; each module performs one on-and-off function.

Access module (board 6, fig. 4). A special switching module and timer that controls access to the switching modules.

Audio input to the decoder is taken from a circuit that also carries the transmitter audio input, so that tones heard by the decoder are also retransmitted if the transmitter is keyed. The decoder is one that grounds one of ten output terminals for the duration of each tone combination representing a digit. If the Blakeslee solid-state decoder is used, output inverters should be used, or the NOR gates in the output circuits should be replaced with POSITIVE OR gates, so that each Touch-Tone digit is represented by a "low" decoder output.

control module

The control module circuitry is shown in fig. 2. Decoder outputs are connected to terminals 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 18 and 20. For each input an inverted output is provided at the adjoining terminal. These outputs are the digital impulses used to drive the sequential switching circuits. Eight of the digits are also connected to the inputs of an SN7409 quadruple AND gate used to expand the input capability of one half of an SN7413. The other two digits are connected directly to the SN7413 inputs—which digits to which inputs is immaterial; the arrangement shown was the simplest circuit-board layout.

The Texas Instruments SN7413 is a dual quad-input NAND gate with Schmitt-trigger action, characterized by hysteresis of about 0.8 volts between the levels of the turn-on and turn-off input signals. This makes it possible to operate one half of the gate as a multivibrator by
feeding its output back to one of its inputs. The 330-ohm resistor and 1000-μF capacitor give a cycle time of about 0.63 seconds - 32 cycles in approximately 20 seconds. This is the clock pulse for the switching and timing circuits.

Its rate can be changed if desired by using a different value of capacitance. The 330-ohm resistor should not be changed as it will affect the operation of other parts of the circuit. Two unused inputs of the multivibrator are stabilized at high level by connection to V+ through a 1000-ohm resistor, as recommended by the manufacturer.

The fourth multivibrator input is connected to an inverter driven by the output of the other half of the SN7413, used here as a simple NAND gate. As long as this input to the multivibrator is in a high state, the multivibrator will oscillate under control of its own feedback circuit. When any Touch-Tone digit is received, however, it will cause a low input and high output at the NAND gate. The resulting low input to the multivibrator overrides the feedback circuitry, stopping the clock with its output in a high state until the tone signal ends. The 50-μF capacitor and its companion 330-ohm resistor introduce just enough delay into

Note: The control module and the buffer/driver printed circuit boards are two-sided which might make them impractical for home etching. The author can offer commercial-quality glass-epoxy boards for $10 for a set of three — the control module, the buffer/driver and one switching board of two modules. Additional switching module boards are $3 each. Boards are undrilled, but the price includes postage. Add $1 per board for drilling. The author can also supply the Texas Instruments ICs for those unable to get them locally. Write to R. B. Shreve, W8GRG, 2842 Winthrop Road, Shaker Heights, Ohio 44120.

fig. 2. Diagram of the control module (referred to as circuit board number 1). Numbers in circles identify terminals on one side of board, letters those on other side.
fig. 3. Basic three-digit sequential switching module. Each switching circuit board contains two identical modules and a common clock and power terminals. The terminals for one module are identified by the circled numbers, the terminals of the remaining module by the numbers in parentheses. These boards are referred to as circuit boards 3, 4 and 5. They are all identical.

the circuit so that the clock lags the Touch-Tone impulse by an interval which permits a switching module to recognize and act on the impulse during the clock cycle it generates.

Eleven of the twelve inverters in the two SN7406 ICs on the control module board are used in the control circuitry. Input and output of the twelfth are brought out to circuit-board terminals for use in an output circuit.

**switching module**

A typical three-digit sequential switching module is shown in fig. 3. It is made up of two SN7473 dual J-K flip-flops and a SN7408 quad two-input AND gate. If the clock input, terminal 10, is connected to terminal 1 of the control module, the switching module will react to the sequence of three digits connected to its **set** or **reset** terminals. There are two identical modules on each switching circuit board, with common clock, V+, and **ground** terminals. The remaining terminals for one module are identified by numbers in circles, and for the other by numbers in parentheses.

The **set** and **reset** codes for each module have the same first digit. For example, if 743 is selected as the **on** code for a function, the **off** code will also start with a 7. The module is programmed by connecting its **set** and **reset** inputs to appropriate inverter outputs on the control module. Assuming that 743 is the selected code, a Touch-Tone 7 will switch the first digit J input to the high state. This high is read into the flip-flop as the tone switches the clock to high, and the flip-flop will be **set** when the tone ends and the clock goes low.

The **set** flip-flop has a high X output for one clock cycle. If a 4 (the second digit in the sequence) is received during this clock cycle, it will act with the high X to generate a high J input at the second stage flip-flop. This flip-flop will in turn stay set for one cycle, during which presence of the correct third digit will set the final stage. The resulting high Q or low A is used to control the desired function.

The third stage of the switching module does not reset automatically, since its K input is controlled by one of the **reset** sequence AND gates. It will switch back to its original state only when the proper **reset** sequence of digits is received. If a code sequence is interrupted or incomplete, the first two flip-flops of a switching module return to their standby state after being set for one clock cycle. False responses are minimized and no code addressed to one module will cause another to hang up even though they have one or two digits in common. The circuit will also distin-
guish between sequences such as 743 and 734.

If on first thought a 0.63-second clock cycle seems too short an interval in which to send successive Touch-Tone digits, it should be remembered that the clock stops as long as a tone is held. Clock "low" time is also lengthened when a tone is received, as the 1000-μF timing capacitor is fully charged instead of being limited by the Schmitt-trigger hysteresis voltage.

The switching action has been described in simple form, with the switching-module clock input directly connected to the control board. In actual service, multiple switching modules require additional logic elements between the clock and the flip-flops. The SN7413 has a fanout capability of ten, and each switching module board has eight clock inputs, so SN7417 drivers are used to expand the clock output. One SN7417 will drive twelve flip-flops, so two are needed for each three switching-module circuit boards.

Additional control of the clock impulse is used to accomplish the objective, mentioned earlier, of having the repeater retransmit Touch-Tone signals intended for call-up or control of other stations without acting on them, and suppress transmission of signals used in its own control. A two-digit access code serves to identify the signals addressed to the repeater.

access module

The access module, board 6, is shown in fig. 4, which also shows related logic circuits on the other boards. The access module has two parts—a two-digit sequential switch similar to the three-digit switching modules, and a six-stage binary counter. The AND gate connection for access digit one is unnecessary, but the board was made by modifying a switching module board, and it was easier to connect the input to the gate than directly to the flip-flop.

In the access module, the control-module clock output drives the switching
unit programmed to recognize the access code, and the first stage of the binary counter. It is also connected to one input of a SN7432 POSITIVE OR gate. The other input of this gate is driven by the \( Q \) output of the switching unit. As long as this output is high, the gate output is high regardless of the state of the control-module clock.

The gate actuates two SN7417 drivers, which in turn provide the clock impulses for all the switching modules on the other boards. Until the access switching module is set by receipt of the appropriate two-digit code, no clock pulses reach the switching modules on the other boards, so no Touch-Tone signals affect them. In addition, although the control clock is connected directly to the first stage of the binary counter, the counter clear inputs are connected to the \( Q \) output of the access switch, so it can not count as long as this switch output is low.

When the access switching module is set by the correct two-digit code, its \( Q \) output goes high and \( \overline{Q} \) goes low. The SN7432 gate output now cycles with the control clock, activating the switching modules on boards 3, 4 and 5. The high \( Q \) output also releases the clear inputs of the binary counter, which starts counting the clock cycles.

As long as the access switch is set, the other switching modules will respond to the codes for which they are programmed. When the desired actions are completed, transmission of a single clear digit, generating a low at terminal 15 on board 6 resets the access switch, deactivating the other switching modules. If the unit is wired in this way, to clear with a single digit, that digit can not be used as part of an instruction code. If the clear input is not wired, or if the operator fails to transmit the clear signal, the binary counter will reset the access switch automatically after 32 clock cycles.

**Output Logic**

The output logic circuits will depend on the functions to be performed and the nature of the equipment being controlled. Board 2 can be assembled with a variety of buffers, gates and drivers. Mine has a SN7406 inverter-driver, SN7417 non-inverting driver, SN7403 quad NAND gate and SN7432 quad POSITIVE OR gate. Use of some of this logic in the control unit has already been described. A good example of what
can be done by combining several outputs with appropriate logic is the keying control logic circuit shown in fig. 5.

As mentioned earlier, the receiver and transmitter are about a half mile apart, connected by a single telephone pair which carries both audio and dc keying current. The latter is supplied by a line current generator which will put either a low or high dc current on the line, depending on how it is keyed. The difference in current level may be used to select one of two transmitter frequencies. High line current flows when the generator \( hi \) input is grounded; low current flows if \( lo \) is grounded and \( hi \) is ungrounded. No current flows when both inputs are ungrounded.

For the \( hi \) input to be grounded, the input to the SN7406 inverter to which it is connected must be high. A low output from the frequency change switching module will prevent the \( hi \) input being keyed, while a high level output from it will permit the other part of the logic to control.

Output of the SN7403 NAND gate is low when both its inputs are high. When low, it keys the \( lo \) generator input, and also keys the \( hi \) input if not inhibited by the frequency change switch. Low output of the keying circuit on/off switch prevents the transmitter being keyed. Likewise, a low \( \overline{Q} \) output from the access switch, present when the switch is set to give signals access to the switching modules, prevents their retransmission.

If none of the logic is set to disable the keyer circuit, the carrier operated relay (COR) controls keying of the transmitter.

**Conclusion**

Other control functions — silencing a single input, or switching the tone guard on or off, use very simple logic and will not be described in detail. It is hoped that what has been described will give you a picture of the unit’s versatility.

Power requirements of the complete unit of six circuit boards, excluding the Touch-Tone decoder, total about 600 mA at 5V. Each additional pair of switching modules adds approximately 100 mA to the load.

**Reference**

RTTY ribbon re-inkers

A quick conversion of a $2 surplus unit gives almost endless perfect page copy

Any typing machine takes some kind of ribbon at periodic intervals in order to present a good appearance. Teleprinters for RTTY are no exception. Depending upon the amount they are used, a typical ribbon might last from a few weeks in a busy station to a few months in one less active. Cotton ribbons are normally used, as they are relatively inexpensive and can be tossed out when the page copy becomes too light to read easily. While nylon ribbons are much stronger, fray less readily and present a somewhat better appearance, they are also higher priced.

A few years ago I was given a ribbon re-inker. I managed to whack this unit up and mount it on my 28ASR, although it required drilling a hole in the case-hardened steel used on the model.

fig. 1. View of the basic reinker as used on the model 15 or 19. For the 28, this is inverted, the reservoir plugged into the other side and the unit modified as in fig. 2.
28—no easy feat. A nylon ribbon came with the unit, and even though the teleprinter at W6FFC is running 7 to 10 hours per day, the same ribbon is still in use after some three years! Whenever it gets a bit light, I merely put a little additional ink in the reservoir, and the copy looks excellent again for a week or so more.

Normally, I do not write articles about hard-to-find surplus items. However, recently I was able to get a fairly large supply of these items and thus felt such an article might be of general interest. The kits were originally made for model 15 machines in the military services. The basic re-inker unit is shown in fig. 1 and has a detachable reservoir around which the ribbon is placed prior to its being wound on the spool. The top of this reservoir unscrews and ink is poured in, it then seeps out two small holes onto felt pads that surround the reservoir, and the ink then is distributed on the ribbon as it contacts the pads. One reservoir-full will take approximately one full ribbon traverse to distribute; once on the ribbon it then evens itself from layer to layer in a few hours or several traverses. The usual tendency is to overink, but after several years, I can usually get the results I want.

As it comes in fig. 1, the unit adapts immediately to the model 15 or 19 merely by removing one nut and exchanging this unit for the one already on these teleprinters. The re-inker also can be modified quickly so it will go on a model 28 teleprinter.

Fig. 3 is a full-size template for cutting and drilling the re-inker. Cut out or copy the template, turn the re-inker so the flanged lip and post are down and place the template on the re-inker base with the legs of the template around the reservoir plate.

Mark lines B and C on the re-inker base and, using tin snips, a hack saw or a sabre saw, cut out at A (non-critical), B and C. The cut at C is critical and should be done carefully. Discard the shaded portions entirely.

Mark the hole, but do not drill it yet. Take the bolt out of the ribbon holder, and while holding the re-inker in position, swing it slightly until you can see your mark in the hole—check to make sure
your hole is centered or remark it correctly. Drill the hole with a 7/64-inch drill, replace one short ¼-inch 4-40 bolt on the model 28 with a 3/8-inch 4-40 and fasten the re-inker in place with a nut. Beside changing the 4-40 bolt, there is no modification to the model 28 itself.

An exact-size template is furnished with each re-inker sent out by the author if a self-addressed stamped envelope is furnished for the purpose.

Possibly I got ahead of the story, so I will try to give a better explanation. On the model 28, the left-hand ribbon holder has a spindle on front for the ribbon to pass over, just to the right of this is a vertical gate through which the ribbon passes — when the ribbon comes to the end, a rivet in the ribbon catches in this gate, carrying it to the right, activating the reversing mechanism. If you remove the ribbon spool, you will note this reversing lever is pivoted at the rear and held in position with the ¼-inch 4-40 bolt previously mentioned. A collar prevents the lever from binding as the bolt is tightened. This is the bolt that is exchanged for a longer one, and it is to this bolt that the re-inker attaches. Fig. 4 shows how this appears when finished — it is not necessary to even remove the ribbon holder from the teleprinter. Fig. 5 shows how this appears from the bottom — and also shows how the ribbon goes through the gate, past the spindle and around the reservoir prior to being wound on the spool. Fig. 6 illustrates the end result.

After getting the unit mounted, make sure the reservoir is at the same height as the ribbon spool itself — or of the spindle, and that it is vertical with respect to the spindle. Otherwise the ribbon might want to “overlay” onto itself a little as it goes past, indicating the reservoir is not centered properly. You can bend this up or down somewhat with a pair of needle-nosed pliers if needed, or with your fingers.

ribbon holder removal

Although not necessary, some of you may prefer to remove the ribbon holder entirely — it only takes a moment and does make the installation of the re-inker simpler, as well as offering a good means of determining if the reservoir is centered the best. There are two C-clamps and one spring to unhook, and the unit pulls right off the post around which it oscillates up and down. Fig. 7 shows the first retaining ring to be removed on the bottomside of the unit, the lever is then pulled free. Normally this lever causes the ribbon spool to oscillate up and down, allowing you to read the page copy when the typing unit is not striking a letter.

Fig. 8 shows the retaining ring at the top of the ribbon holder and fig. 9 shows the one spring on the right side of the
ribbon unit as observed from the front. When reassembling the ribbon holder, refer to fig. 7 again and make certain the two levers shown on the left of the photo are interhooked as shown, which is simple enough to do while you are sliding the unit back into place.

other re-inkers

Other re-inker ideas have been tried and one is offered commercially. This latter system involves removing the ribbon from the machine, taking off the top plate of a special ribbon spool that comes with the kit, dropping ink at strategic places around the wound-up ribbon, and leaving it overnight for the ink to distribute itself uniformly. Then the special top is replaced and the ribbon and spool are placed back on the machine. This system never appealed to me.

Another system that was developed by Rex Peters, W4ZAG, merely was to take an empty ribbon spool and drill large holes in it at various places so that dropping some ink into the holes would allow the ribbon to disperse this ink over a period of time. Rex used this system for several years, but now uses the reservoir method described in this article. Other systems have been tried, but they seem to have little merit compared to the reservoir method.

ink

Various firms sell ink that is satisfactory. I use metal tubes of ink obtained from the National Cash Register Company— they resemble medium-sized toothpaste tubes. Ink used for ribbons is considerably thicker than ink used for fountain pens, so it is not as runny, although it is still in liquid form, and not really a paste. NCR ink comes in several colors; I use their black K-575. One tube is enough for at least a year's supply unless your station is quite active. Ink is available through any NCR distributor; look in the Yellow Pages in your phone book. The price has been 75c a tube.

When printed copy gets a little light, just remove the top of the reservoir and insert some ink—do not fill it too full or it will ooze out the hole in the top of the reservoir when it is replaced. You can put ink in regardless of the direction the ribbon is going, or whether it is at one end or in the middle. However, it will work the very best if you wait until the ribbon is all wound up on the right-hand spool and just starting to come back to the left. This puts ink on as it winds up, rather than as it unwinds. You can force the ribbon to go either direction you wish if you manually hold that reversing gate to one side for a few characters.

The usual tendency is to wait too long...
and then over-ink. Do not put more than one reservoir full at a time on the ribbon. It may appear for awhile that nothing is happening and that it really needed lots of ink — you will want to put more on, but don't. Give it at least 24 hours or a few traverses of the ribbon (best of all, both!), and it will act like a new ribbon again. If you load several reservoirs full concurrently, you will soon find it is too black and certain characters will fill up and smear, making terrible looking page copy for a few hours. This has been one reason a few people have not cared for re-inkers, but if you use some of these hints, you will not have the usual problems.

the re-inker kit

These kits contain the base plate, two reservoirs (one for a spare), a nylon ribbon, a large number of spare felts (after three years, I'm still using the original ribbon and original set of felts), a tool (plastic) for slipping the new felts onto the reservoir cylinder, a nice plastic box (excellent for storing radio parts), a small wire tool for cleaning out the seep holes in the cylinder (I've never needed to do this) and finally a plastic bottle of ink. This ink is pretty old, and too thick — I recommend you throw it out first thing. It will clog the seep holes and generally be unsatisfactory unless thinned — too much bother to mess with.

With this system, you can keep copy looking as though you had a new ribbon on, all the time, and still not get your fingers dirty. Even if you had unlimited access to free ribbons for merely carting them home, you would soon prefer using the same nylon ribbon with a re-inker.

The re-inker has been so nice I tried for some time (mentally) to see if I could figure out some method by which I could re-ink the nylon IBM cartridges on my Selectric typewriter (about $2.50 each). I gave up, although Dave, W7RSJ, says he has figured out a way to do it! Many typewriter ribbons could be re-inked on your teleprinter and then replaced on the typewriter, too!

availability

The author has a number of these available for $2, postage paid anywhere in the U.S.A. Please do not order from outside the U.S.A., as we have no facilities for going through customs, nor an export license. Include an sase for an extra template for model 28s or to return your money in case we run out of the limited supply available. Send to:

Irvin M. Hoff W6FFC
12130 Foothill Lane
Los Altos Hills, Calif. 94022
Attn: Re-inker

ham radio
AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
is the Best Place to purchase your new
DRAKE gear for the following reasons

- Performance
- Versatility
- Resale Value

ML-2F "Marker Luxary" 2m FM $329.95
TR-22 Portable 2m FM Transceiver 199.95
AA-22 Rec/Xmtr Amplifier - 12vdc 149.95
MKK-22 Mobile Mount 6.95
Extra crystals for ML-2F, TR-22 - each 5.00
DRS-1 Digitally Synthesized Receiver 219.00
2C Receiver 255.00
2AC Calibrator for 2C 18.75
2CS Speaker for 2C 22.00
2CO Speaker/Quadultiplexer for 2C 39.95
2NB Noise Blanker for 2C 26.95
R-4B Receiver 475.00
MS-4 Speaker for TR-4/6, R-4B 22.00
TR-4 Transceiver 80-180 Meters 59.95
34PNB Noise Blanker (plug-in) 100.00
RV-4 Remote VFO for TR-4 110.00
FF-1 Crystal Control Adaptor 46.95
TR-6 Transceiver + crowd noise blanker 650.00
RV-6 Remote VFO for TR-6 110.00
AM Plug-in Filter for TR-6 35.00
CW Plug-in Filter for TR-6 35.00
LSB Plug-in Filter for TR-6 35.00
AC-4 AC supply for TR-4/6, R-4B 49.95
DC-4 12vdc Supply for TR-4/6 125.00
MKM-3 Mobile Mounting kit for TR-4/6 6.95
MC-4 Mobile Console for TR-3/4/6 69.00
2MT Transmitter 164.00
T-4XB SSB Transmitter 495.00
L-4B Linear Amplifier 825.00
MN-4 Match Network 99.00
MN-2000 Antenna Match Network 195.00
W-4 RF Wattmeter (2-30Mc) 61.95
WV-4 RF Wattmeter (20-200Mc) 73.50
C-4 Station Control Console 299.95
TC-6 6m Transmitting Converter 250.00
TC-2 2m Transmitting Converter 300.00
SC-2 Receiving Converter for 2m 76.95
SC-6 Receiving Converter for 6m 71.00
CP-1 Power Supply for SC-2, SC-6 19.75
CC-1 VHF Crystal Calibrator 26.95
CC-1 Converter Console 26.95
TV-300HP High-Pass Filter 4.95
TV-1000LP Low-Pass Filter 18.75
LN-4 Line Filter 120v 5 amp 8.00
7259RD Microphone with plug 17.00
SPR-4 Programmable Receiver 495.00
SND Noise Blanker 65.00
DC-PC DC Power Cord 5.00
TA-4 Transceiver Adaptor 15.00
SCC-4 Crystal Calibrator 20.00
RY-4 Teletype Adaptor 10.00

CRYSTAL KITS FOR SPR-4
Aeronautical Overseas - 7 crystals 32.00
Amateur Bands - 6 crystals 27.00
Citizens Band - one crystal 5.00
Marine Bands - 11 crystals 49.00
MARS - 5 crystals 22.00
Teletype Commercial - 4 crystals 18.00
Time & Freq. Std., MWV - 5 crystals 22.00
Tropical Broadcast - 3 crystals 13.50
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June 1972
For the serious vhf experimenter a simple circuit and procedure for measuring vhf noise figures with accuracy.

Building a low-noise preamplifier utilizing the solid-state devices available today, you can obtain very impressive receiver sensitivities at vhf.\(^1\) For weak-signal work, such as meteor scatter, long-haul tropo and moonbounce, lowest noise performance obtainable is paramount. To ensure this, an accurate measure of the receiver’s nf (noise figure) must be obtained. Adjusting for lowest noise performance using a noise source or a weak-signal source is unsatisfactory at best, and actual performance is unknown. The nf is still unknown.

Ready access to an automatic laboratory nf meter is generally not possible for many, so a suitable means of obtaining nf measurements must be found. Several nf meters utilizing the characteristics of a temperature-limited diode have been published previously.\(^2\), \(^3\) The Sylvania type 5722 is a diode specially constructed for use as a temperature-limited noise source. This tube, selling for approximately $8.40, exhibits predictable noise output response, which is readily determined by measuring the current passing through the diode.

**noise factor**

Using this diode, the noise factor of the receiver may be obtained when the noise output of the diode exactly
matches the noise output of the receiver. When this condition is satisfied, the noise factor is simply

$$20 \frac{1}{R}$$

where $I$ is the current thru the diode, $R$ is the load resistance and the number 20 is a constant. For the usual 50-ohm system, this reduces to 1000; or the noise factor is equal to the magnitude of the current in mA passing through the diode. To obtain noise figure (nf), merely take ten times the logarithm of the noise factor.

design notes

To make accurate nf measurements, you must know the load resistance and current through the meter with a fair degree of certainty. Previous models have failed to consider the load resistance as an rf network, using only a 50-ohm resistor and excessive lead lengths. Above 100 MHz especially, the small reactances associated with lead lengths of the order of 0.5 inch are sufficient to cause an error approaching 1 dB when measuring receivers with under 3-dB nf. Current through the diode must be known with precision, 5% error being an excessive amount.

The nf meter described here gives excellent performance and repeatable results through the 432-MHz band. Comparison with industrial meters of high accuracy have shown excellent agreement. Error is under 0.1 dB for the bands 220 MHz and below, and at 432 MHz, the meter consistently reads within 0.5 dB of the industrial meter. At 432 MHz, W6FZJ consistently measured preamps at 0.3-dB higher with the meter described here than with a commercial meter.

precautions

Be careful with the rf head construction and with the meter circuitry. A large scale meter is a must, as the current must be measurable to less than 0.1 mA. Since most nf measurements of greatest interest are under 5 dB, a 4-inch or larger scale meter with full-scale deflection of 5 mA is an excellent choice. You can use a shunt to obtain readings up to 25 mA, as desired. If you use a meter with less than a 5-mA movement and a shunt resistor, it must be calibrated against a known standard. Particularly under 3 mA, readings must be accurate to less than 0.1 mA. Note that the current path is directly through the meter and should the rf head develop a short, it means an instant demise for the meter. You may add some sort of meter protection if you want.

construction

To begin building the rf head, place the tube socket near one end of the minibox, so that R9, the 50-ohm quarter-watt resistor, will just fit between the anode pin and the center pin of the connector which is mounted on the end of the minibox. Either three 150- or four 200-ohm quarter-watt resistors may be used for the load, R10. Carefully select these resistors to obtain a near match between them, as well as a final paralleled value as close to 50 ohms as possible. By placing them symmetrically around the UG-58A/U connector, their leads, soldered directly to the connector body and to the center pin, are no longer than 1/32 inch. This will ensure a load resist-
ance which exhibits a very few ohms reactance at 432 MHz.

The single 50-ohm quarter-watt resistor from the anode pin to the connector center pin acts as a swamp to minimize swr effects from the receiver input circuitry which can cause erratic readings. The uhf button-mica bypass capacitors at each of the three cathode leads should be located to keep lead lengths as short as possible, and of equal length. The rfcs farthest from the 5722 socket may be made larger, up to 10 μH, to allow use well below 100 MHz. The model shown here is used mainly for 220-MHz preamps; thus both rfcs were chosen as 0.3 μH.

power supply

The best way to control filament voltage is with a small Variac in the primary of a separate 6.3 V transformer. A second method, as shown, uses two power rheostats in parallel. One allows the filament voltage to be increased to the point of diode conduction (approximately 1 mA) and the other acts as a fine-tuning control to set the current to the appropriate level. The dc supply is non-critical, as long as the voltage does not vary radically and is free from excessive ripple. A 100- to 200-volt supply is satisfactory, and will be beyond the diode's space-charge potential sufficiently to ensure repeatable results. The VR tube is not necessary, as only the current through the diode affects the noise produced, and small voltage variations will not hurt.

operation

To use the meter for determining nf, you must be able to accurately measure a 3 dB change in noise output of the receiver. When the noise output of the 5722 diode equals that being produced by the receiver, the nf of the receiver may be determined from the diode's characteristics. A vtvm, or a vom on low-ac range, may be used to measure the receiver's audio output. In this case, the receiver must use a product detector and the agc must be disabled. In receivers using square-law detectors (diode types), you must use the 3-dB pad insertion method. Some receivers have very responsive S-meters which may be used as indicators when using the 3-dB pad.
The 3-dB pad insertion method is the most accurate, and therefore, the preferred method of obtaining nf measurements. Connect a speaker to the receiver output and set the volume to some reference level. Attach the nf meter rf head directly to the converter or preamp input. Insert a 3-dB pad into the i-f line between the converter and receiver, noting a decrease in output from the receiver. As you turn on the 5722's filaments slowly, and as the diode current increases, the noise output of the receiver will also increase. When the output of the receiver is the same as the reference level prior to insertion of the pad, read the diode current and turn the filaments off.

Removing the pad should return the indicator to its original reference level. If it does, then repeat the procedure to obtain another diode-current reading. If the diode current is the same, then readings vary from trial to trial, then precautions are necessary.

**problems**

If you obtained erratic diode-current readings, there are several possible causes. First, if the audio output is being read on a vtvm and a 3-dB change is sought, inserting a 3-dB pad in the i-f line should also indicate a 3-dB change on the vtvm. If it does not, then either the agc is not disabled or you are overloading the mixers or detectors. Second, if the swr between the converter and receiver is not 1:1, then using two additional pads should cure this problem. Inserting the

---

The noise figure meter and rf head. The 4½-inch scale meter allows direct reading to 0.1 mA with interpolation to 0.025 mA readily possible. The interconnecting cable allows the rf head to be used separated from the nf meter, facilitating measurements. The UG-57B/U adaptor connects two UG-58A/U chassis jacks together directly, keeping losses to a minimum.
3-dB pad between these two pads will allow you to make repeatable measurements. The two additional pads act as swamps to stabilize the circuitry. Third, if the converter or preamp-input circuit is grossly mis-adjusted, (not 50 ohms) erratic readings will also occur. Fourth, if the converter or preamp is not properly neutralized, very erratic readings result.

If a preamp, previously measured into another converter at a low noise figure, shows considerably higher nf, it may be due to very high nf in the second stage (converter input). This is seen from the relationship:

\[ F_T = F_1 + \frac{F_2}{G_1} \]

(2)

where \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) are noise factors of the first and second stages, \( F_T \) is system noise factor, and \( G_1 \) is the gain factor of the first stage. In this case, the second stage nf must be reduced to an acceptable level, either by redesigning or by adding another rf stage.

For example, consider a 2-dB nf preamp with 10-dB gain and a converter with a 15-dB nf. Converting db to factors, 2 db = 3.01, 15 db = 17.61, 10 db = 10; and plugging into the equation yields a noise factor of 4.77 and a system nf of 3.0 db. This shows the importance of having the second stage nf reasonably low in order to enjoy fully a good preamp's performance. In the case of a 5-dB second stage, system nf would be 2.34 db. Increasing the gain of the preamp to 15 db would further reduce the system nf to 2.2 db.

**procedure**

As an example in making a nf measurement, connect the rf head of the nf meter to your preamp input. The converter output is fed into a 6-dB pad, through a piece of coax to another 6-dB pad and into the i-f receiver. The S meter on the receiver reads S-3. Inserting the 3-dB pad in the i-f line after the first 6-dB pad, shows a drop to nearly S-2. The diode filament current is slowly increased until the noise produced by the diode just equals the S-3 reference level. The diode current is read as 2.3 mA. The diode filaments are turned off and the 3-dB pad removed from the i-f line. The S-meter should again read S-3.

Repeat the above procedure and obtain another diode current. Assuming it is again 2.3 mA, remove one of the 6-dB pads and insert a 10-dB pad in its place, obtaining a new reference level. The diode current obtained now should be the same if all is well, otherwise, problems exist. Make at least two tests to obtain diode current.

To convert this reading of 2.3 mA to nf, simply take ten times the logarithm of 2.3. That is, \( \log 2.3 = 0.362 \), thus \( nf = 3.62 \) db. The accuracy of the current meter becomes apparent at this point. If the accuracy is only \( \pm 0.1 \) mA, then the current may be 2.2 mA or 2.4 mA. The nf corresponding to these currents are 3.4 db and 3.8 db. The nf of the receiving system is 3.6 \( \pm 0.2 \) db. When making readings around 1.5 mA, \( \pm 0.1 \) mA error corresponds to nf of 1.46 db at the low and 2.04 db at the high-error point. This 0.5 db or so difference in nf at this level represents more like 1 or 2 db in receiving sensitivity, and for moonbounce work, those db really count.

I would like to express my appreciation to W6FZJ for originally bringing to me the idea of the distributed impedance load in the rf head, and to W7CNK for many enlightening discussions during which we both came to understand many of the reasons for doing things the way we have and for his helpful criticism in reading the drafts of this article.

**references**
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digital multivibrators

Old-fashioned circuits acquire new names. One of the most common electronic circuits is the bistable multivibrator which, for more than three decades, has been standard in television and radar circuits. It is often called a toggle or flip-flop multivibrator. In the clipped computer language it is called an FF. There are a variety of multivibrator types to be found packaged in digital integrated circuits. Although some refinements have been made by the computer industry, the multivibrator circuitry is rather fundamental as compared to some of the earlier versions used in radar and television equipment. You old timers will remember the phanastron!

Two vacuum tubes or two transistors fed back upon themselves can be made to flip-flop. A very basic multivibrator can be formed by feeding back two NAND or NOR gates upon themselves as shown in fig. 1. In computer vernacular the inputs are called set and reset or simply S and R, while the outputs are designated Q and Q. These correspond to the trigger inputs and the MV outputs of the past. The block symbology and the truth tables are also shown in fig. 1.

The Q and Q can be given logic 0 and logic 1 designations. The set or logic 1 state of such a flip-flop corresponds to a Q output of 1 and a Q output of 0. The converse of the above (0 of 0 and Q of 1) is spoken of as the reset, cleared or zero-state position. Customarily you say that the circuit has been set to 1 or reset to 0 representing the two states of the flip-flop. These designations are shown on the truth table.

When there are simultaneous logic 1 inputs the next state becomes indeterminate and in truth chart language it is said to be not allowed, forbidden or indeterminate. In general, simultaneous logic 0 inputs represent a no-change condition and values are related to the previously set or reset position.

An additional input can be added to a multivibrator which permits toggling or flip-flop operation. This input applies so-called clock information to both inputs simultaneously, fig. 2A. As per the fundamental triggered-multivibrator, the output frequencies are one-half the clock

fig. 1. The basic flip-flop multivibrator and its truth chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>forbidden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
input frequency. This is the basic binary multivibrator, or 2-to-1 divider, or 2-to-1 counter. The logic of the output is controlled by the set and reset inputs of the clocked R-S multivibrator.

A popular multivibrator circuit is the universal flip-flop such as the 7472N shown in fig. 3. This combination permits you to set up a variety of multivibrator functions because it has both input pairs, R-S and J-K. The use of the J, K and C inputs permit J-K FF operation. Since the R and S inputs are overriding, the multivibrator can also be operated in the R-S manner. For simple operation as a 2-to-1 divider, you need only apply signal to the clock C input.

experiments

You can learn much by experimenting with several of the low-cost digital ICs.

---

A popular digital multivibrator is the universal flip-flop such as the 7472N shown in fig. 3. This combination permits you to set up a variety of multivibrator functions because it has both input pairs,
fig. 4. Connection diagram for the 7400 quad-
ruple 2-input NAND gate.

Later these can be combined into a calibrator, counter or some other unit that can be useful in your station.

A small perforated board, 4½ x 5½ inches, supported on four stick-on protector pads can serve as a versatile test board. Several 14-pin in-line sockets can be attached to the board. All socket terminals, or as many as are needed, can be wired to soldering lugs that are screwed to the board. This arrangement gives you versatility and better experimental wear-and-tear with frequent re-wiring when various types of digital ICs are to be used.

experiment 1

NAND gate

A readily available and low-cost digital IC NAND gate is the SN7400N (7400 series) which consists of four individual NAND gates with dual inputs, fig. 4. Supply voltage is connected to pin 14 for this TTL device, while common (ground), is connected to pin 7.

Connect the circuit of fig. 5. Use just one of the gates in the device. The circuit connections are simple; the dual inputs are pins 1 and 2 and the output, pin 3. Connect a voltmeter across the output. Two spst switches permit you to establish the logic 0 and logic 1 inputs. This device has two states as in any binary logic system. The logic 1 state or high is represented by a voltage greater than plus 2 volts (positive logic) while the logic 0 state or low is represented by a voltage of 0.8 volts positive or less.

When the gates are open, the emitter voltage in the basic TTL circuit of fig. 6 is more than 2 volts positive, and the emitter junction is being reverse biased. Open both switches and measure the dc voltage at pins 1 and 2 to confirm this statement.

fig. 5. One-quarter of an SN7400N NAND gate connected to show dc operation.

fig. 6. Basic circuit for a single gate in a 7400 digital IC.

The collector junction is forward biased and the collector current present in the base-emitter circuits of the output transistor results in a saturation current and 0 output voltage as indicated by the voltmeter. In this connection then, logic 1 voltage is present at pins 1 and 2 while logic 0 voltage appears at the output.

Now close switch S1. What happens to the voltmeter reading? Measure the voltages at pins 1 and 2. Note in particular that the voltage at pin 1 represents logic 0. Logic 1 voltage remains at pin 2 and the output voltage is also logic 1. When switch S1 is closed the input emitter junction is forward biased and the collector current now changes direction and cuts off the output transistor. Its col-
lector voltage rises to near the supply voltage and produces logic 1 output.

Repeat this step with switch S2 closed and S1 open. Repeat again with both switches S1 and S2 closed. Set down the truth table and compare it with the truth table of a NAND circuit as given previously in the April column.

**experiment 2**

**flip-flop**

Rewire the experiment board to the circuit of fig. 7. Two of the NAND gates of the device are now wired together. The output at pin 3 is connected to pin 4 while output 6 is fed back to pin 2. This feedback path is normal for a flip-flop multivibrator.

Connect the voltmeter between output 3 and common. Connect ground to input 1 with the switch. Is output 3 logic 1 or logic 0? Connect the voltmeter to output 6. Is it logic 1 or logic 0?

Restore the voltmeter to output 3. Set the switch to its unused center position. What happens to output 3 and output 6?

Connect the voltmeter to output 3. Use the switch to ground input 5. What happened as the switch closed? Check the outputs at 3 and 6. Note how the output is toggled as the switch is changed from input 1 to input 5 and vice versa. Complete the truth chart of fig. 8.

**experiment 3**

**ac flip-flop**

Change the input of the flip-flop, fig. 7, in accordance with the dashed lines. Set the switch to its unused center position. Apply a 1000-Hz sine wave to the input. Connect the oscilloscope between output 3 and common.

Slowly increase the amplitude of the audio signal. When the audio level is adequate the sine wave will toggle the flip-flop. Note the quality of the output square wave. It has steep leading and trailing edges. Flip-flops are often used to sharpen the edges of slower rising and distorted waveforms.

Increase the level of the audio input wave. Observe how constant in voltage the output remains once the input wave is sufficient in magnitude to cause toggling. Try audio input frequencies of 100, 10,000 and 100,000 Hz. The quality of the output waveform remains good and the amplitude constant.

Reset to 1000 Hz. Display four square

---

**fig. 8. NAND gate flip-flop truth chart to be filled in from actual experimental readings taken with the circuit of fig. 7.**

**fig. 7. NAND gates in flip-flop. U1 and U2 are each 1/4 of an SN7400N. Dashed lines show connections for an audio input.**
waves on the oscilloscope screen. Transfer the oscilloscope to input 1 and note that output frequency and input frequency are the same.

experiment 4
NOR gate

Remove the 7400 positive NAND gate and prepare to use a 7402 NOR gate IC. Connect the circuit of fig. 9. Positive voltage is applied to pin 14 and ground to pin 7 as for the 7400. In this case, however, pins 2 and 3 are the inputs while pin 1 is the output. Switching arrangement is the same as that of the NAND circuit shown in fig. 5. Open is again logic 1; the switch closed to common corresponds to logic 0. Connect the voltmeter to the output and set down the voltage readings with both switches open, both switches closed, S1 open and S2 closed and, finally, S2 open and S1 closed. Prepare your own truth chart and compare with the NOR logic truth table of April’s column.

Open both switches and apply a 1000-Hz tone to the input. Connect the oscilloscope across the output. Remember, to activate the NOR gate both inputs must be driven to the logic 0 state. Therefore, when driven from a single audio source, the two inputs must be paralleled.

Slowly increase the audio level. After passing a certain point you will obtain NOR gate output. Again, a good square wave is obtained. Check the output on 100, 10,000 and 100,000 Hz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fig. 11. NOR gate flip-flop truth chart to be filled in from actual experimental readings taken with the circuit of fig. 10.

experiment 5
NOR gate flip-flop

Connect the flip-flop circuit of fig. 10. To observe the operation of the NOR gate flip-flop you will need two spst switches. Use the voltmeter to measure the voltage at outputs 1 and 4. Record these outputs for switches S1 and S2 closed, S1 and S2 open, S1 open and S2 closed, and, finally, S2 open and S1 closed. Note that for both S1 and S2 closed, logic 0, the output is indeterminate and is a function of whether S1 or S2 was closed previously. Complete the truth chart of fig. 11.

experiment 6
master crystal oscillator

A simple dual-input NOR gate, fig. 12, can be connected externally into a feed-
back circuit to perform as either a free-running multivibrator or a crystal-controlled square-wave generator. In the latter case, a crystal is inserted in the feedback path between output 6 and paralleled inputs 1 and 2. The second feedback path is provided by a capacitor inserted between output 7 and inputs 3 and 5.

The HEP 580 IC has an 8-pin base. Mount an 8-pin round socket on the breadboard. Assemble the circuit shown in fig. 13. Only four external parts are required: two resistors, a capacitor and the crystal socket. This is one of the simplest 100-kHz crystal calibrators you can make.

The square wave output can be observed at pins 7 and 6. The harmonic content of the IC output is high and clear calibration points can be found on frequencies as high as 52 MHz.

experiment 7
2-to-1 flip-flop counter

The addition of a low-cost J-K flip-flop multivibrator to the output of the 100-kHz generator provides you with a 50-kHz output as well. A TTL SN7472 will do, fig. 14. It can be inserted into the same in-line socket used previously in experimenting with the NAND and NOR gates. Supply voltage and common are again attached to pins 14 and 7 respectively. The output of the 100-kHz generator, pin 7, is applied to the clock input, pin 12. It is possible to obtain 50-kHz output at either the Q or Q̅, pins 8 and 6 respectively, of the counter.

Observe the input signal at pin 12 with the oscilloscope. Display four cycles of the square wave. Now transfer the oscilloscope to the Q output, pin 8, and note that the frequency has been halved. A 2-to-1 count has been made.

Calibration points can be heard readily up into the six-meter band. In using a calibrator, the oscillator alone (divider switched off) can be used to locate 100-kHz points. Output of the divider can then be used to locate the 50-kHz intermediate points.

Next month additional counter stages will be added to the calibrator.
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NATIONAL DEVICES
LM370 AGC/Squelch amp $4.85
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MC1027P  120 MHz Flip-flop  MECL  .................... $4.50
MC1023  MECL Clock driver  ......................... $2.50
MC4024  Dual VCO  ............................... $3.00
MC4044  Freq. Phase Det  ......................... $3.00

TRANSISTORS & DIODES
MPS6571  ............................................. $0.60
MPS A12 NPN Darlington gain 20K  .... $0.90
2N706  packet of 4  .................................. $1.00
2N2218  packet of 2  .................................. $1.00
1N4001  packet of 6  .................................. $1.00
1N4002  packet of 6  .................................. $1.00
1N4004  packet of 6  .................................. $1.00

NEW FAIRCHILD ECL
HIGH SPEED DIGITAL IC's
9528 Dual "D" FF toggles beyond 160MHz  $4.65
9582 Multi-function gate  & amplifier  $3.15
95H90  300 MHz decade counter  $16.00
A 95H90  & 9582 makes an excellent prescaler to extend low frequency counters to VHF — or use two 9528s for a 160 MHz prescaler.

MORE RCA IC's
CA3088E AM rcvr subsystem  ...................... $2.50
CA3089E FM IF system with circuits for IF amp., Det., AF preamp., AFC, Squelch,  $3.90
CA3018 Transistor array  ................................ $1.55
CA3011 FM IF amp  ................................ $1.65
CA3053 Cascade amp  ................................ $0.90

MORE MOTOROLA IC's
709 Op amp dual in-line  ......................... $0.70
741 Op amp dual in-line  ......................... $0.80
MC1437P Op amp dual In-line  ............ $2.35
MC1450G Voltage reg. TO-5  ......... $3.85
723 Voltage reg. dual in-line  ............ $1.25
MC1466L Voltage reg. dual in-line  $8.00
MC1463R Voltage reg. power pkg.  $4.60
MFC6040 Electronic attenuator  $1.30
MFC6030 Voltage reg  $1.40
MFC4000  ¼ watt audio  $1.00
MC1454G  1-watt audio TO-5
(same as MC1554G)  ............ $4.00

ALSO TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
OP AMPS
709 Op amp TO-5  ................................ $0.80
741 Op amp TO-5  ................................ $0.95
747 Dual 741 in TO-5  ....................... $1.25

MOTOROLA TUNING DIODES
Silicon voltage variable capacitance diodes in TO-92 plastic case like plastic transistors. Both standard Motorola and HEP numbers are listed devices are same. Capacitance value is typical at —4Vdc. Tuning ratio is approx. 3:1.
MV2101/R2500 6.8 pF  $1.10
MV2103/R2501 10 pF  $1.10
MV2105/R2502 15 pF  $1.10
MV2109/R2503 33 pF  $1.10
MV2112/R2504 56 pF  $1.10
MV2115/R2505 100 pF  $1.10

FAIRCHILD RTL DIGITAL IC's
UL900 Buffer  .......................................... $0.80
UL914 Dual 2-input Gate  ..................... $0.60
UL923 JK flip-flop  ................................ $1.50

MOTOROLA ALL-IN-ONE COUNTER
MC4050P Decade counter-Latch-7 Seg. decoder in one dual in-line  $10.60

CORES AND BEADS
T200-2  ........................................ $2.00
KW Balun kit only  ................ $3.50
T68-2  3 cores  $1.00
T50-2  3 cores  $1.00
T50-4  3 cores  $1.00
T50-10 3 cores  $1.00
T44-10 3 cores  $1.00

BEAD SPECIAL
Ferrite Beads 1 doz.  ................................ $1.00

NOTE THERE ARE MORE THAN 500K DIFFERENT TRANSISTOR, DIODE AND INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DEVICE TYPES AVAILABLE FROM THE VARIOUS MANUFACTURERS. WE CAN SUPPLY MOST OF THEM ON ORDER — SPECIALS WHICH ARE NOT IN STOCK ONLY TAKE A COUPLE OF WEEKS. SO IF YOU NEED MOTOROLA, RCA, FAIRCHILD, NATIONAL DEVICES SEND IN YOUR ORDER. ANY EXCESS YOU REMIT WILL BE REFUNDED IN CHECK OR CASH. NO CREDIT COUPONS.
NOTE: WE DO NOT SELL SURPLUS OR REJECT DEVICES. ALL ARE PREMIUM QUALITY AND FULLY GUARANTEED.

Please add 35¢ for shipping

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS CO.
Box 3047, Scottsdale, AZ 85257
FACTORY AUTHORIZED
HEP-CIRCUIT-STIK
DISTRIBUTOR

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
The availability of low-cost resistor-transistor logic (RTL) ICs suggests the possibility of constructing a stable sync generator for slow-scan television application.

Present SSTV standards use a 15-Hz line-scanning rate and an 8-second frame rate. This combination gives the 120-line raster suggested under present standards. Normally these scanning rates are referenced to the 60-Hz power line frequency to provide stability and reduce 60-Hz hum in the SSTV picture.

**counting circuit**

The counting-type sync generator shown here was built using two popular IC twins — the RTL 914 dual 2-input positive-logic NOR gate and the RTL 923 J-K flip-flop.* The J-K flip-flop is a very convenient device for use in counting circuits. One input pulse changes the output state, while a second pulse is

*Don't overlook the HEP line of ICs for this and similar projects. The HEP series are selected "universal" substitutes chosen from Motorola's extensive family of devices for "Hobbyists, Experimenters, and Professionals" — hence "HEP". For example the 914 gate (Motorola MC714G) is available as HEP584. It will perform as indicated in this application. editor.
necessary to restore the output to its original state. Thus two input pulses are required to complete one output cycle of the flip-flop. The counting process may be expanded by adding more flip-flops in series.

The output frequency of the flip-flop chain is related to its input in terms of powers of 2. This action is expressed as $2^n$ where $n$ is the number of flip-flops connected in series. Flip-flops interconnected in this way form what is known as a binary ripple counter. If it's desired to count by a sequence other than $2^n$, the normal counting sequence of the binary counter must be altered to achieve the desired count. Such change may be obtained by several methods. In the sync generator described here, gates are used to sense a particular count. The gates are then reset to restart the first counter so that the sequence begins again.

fig. 2. Sync-generator schematic. Binary ripple counters and 2-input NOR gates provide desired output.
counting sequence

The block diagram of fig. 1 shows three basic counting sequences in the sync generator. The reference frequency, 60 Hz, is divided or counted by 4. As explained previously, this process will require two flip-flops; i.e., \(2^2 = 4\). This circuit provides one output pulse for four input pulses, or an output frequency of 15 Hz. The next counter is a basic “divide by 16” counter that has been modified by gates to count by 15. Two gates (one IC package) are parallel-connected to sense the output of each J-K flip-flop and reset on the 15th input pulse. Thus the output is 1 Hz. The final counting sequence is provided by a “divide by 8” counter. Since \(2^3 = 8\), three flip-flops and no gates are required. For every 8 pulses one output pulse results, or one output pulse every 8 seconds. This provides the SSTV frame rate described above.

To provide the desired output-pulse width, two gates (one IC package) may be connected as a monostable multivibrator. The multivibrator output pulse can be adjusted to the desired pulse width by changing the RC time constant and bias voltage, or both, applied to the gate. Two units supply the proper output-pulse width of 5 ms for the 15-Hz scanning rate and 30 ms for the 8-second vertical or frame rate. A third multivibrator supplies a fast-fall-time pulse, derived from the power-line frequency, to trigger the first counter. The complete sync generator is shown in fig. 2.

power supply

Both output-pulse polarities are indicated on the schematic. Individual preferences will determine the actual polarity used. A simple emitter follower, zener-referenced power supply is shown in fig. 3.

adjustments

Only two adjustments are required. The output-pulse width is adjusted by R4 to provide the 5-ms output pulse at a 15 Hz rate, and R8 is adjusted to provide a 30-ms pulse every 8 seconds. Fig. 4 shows the plus and minus output of the 15-Hz, 5-ms line-scanning pulse. Positive output is 1 volt, and negative output is 3.6 volts.

The circuit described has proved to be an economical way to obtain stable synchronizing pulses for SSTV use. The breadboard-type construction allows easy access to any point in the counting circuits if pulses other than those for SSTV are desired.
getting started in microwaves

Many potential microwave enthusiasts have probably been frightened away simply because of the high price of new equipment. Such fears need not prevail, however, since many quality waveguide components, tubes and auxiliary pieces are available from dealers in surplus, often for as little as 1% of the new-market cost. Additionally, if you are mechanically inclined and can do metal work, you can fabricate some really beautiful pieces of your own equipment. Homemade components may not be devices calibrated to the nth degree, but they will be quite functional and will illustrate basic principles.

This article, therefore, is to show that you don’t need unlimited resources to do some very interesting things with microwaves. Accordingly, nothing in the way of theory will be presented here. There are numerous applications for microwaves, both in communication and scientific research. The beginner as well as the advanced reader will find the public and college libraries the best source of information on both theory and applications.

getting started

Pick up an inexpensive, low-power
klystron tube, hook it up to an appropriate power supply, and you're generating microwaves—no need to worry about interelectrode capacitance limiting your frequency, adjusting external tank circuits or watching lead dress, for all of these, and more, go out the window when you use a klystron. Add a few more inexpensive surplus items (or use home-made devices) and you're off and running. You can gradually expand your projects as your knowledge and technique develop.

Waveguides and related "plumbing" found most commonly are for X-band (9 GHz) applications (fig. 1). Fortunately some of the least expensive klystrons are also X-band generators. Accordingly, I shall limit my discussion to X-band components and methodology.

Fig. 2 shows a microwave string consisting of a Varian 998044 klystron (K), cooled by a small squirrel-cage fan (always force cool even the smallest klystron), homemade slide screw tuner (SST), surplus attenuator (A), surplus directional coupler (C), surplus absorptive
fig. 4. The homemade slide screw tuner. The tuning mechanism is a Sears micrometer body. In this version the threaded cylinder which holds the micrometer is ¾-inch OD instead of the specified 1 inch. The 1-inch piece is better electrically as it presents a larger surface area upon which to slide. It is included in fig. 5.

load (L) and a homemade tunable crystal detector (D). What you connect beyond the directional coupler will depend on what you want to study or illustrate. The assembly of fig. 2 is used for studying dielectric properties of materials which are inserted into a short section of empty waveguide and attached to the open port of the coupler. A simpler setup might consist of a klystron and horn radiator (transmitting antenna), and, at some distance away, a receiver (another horn coupled directly to a crystal detector). Such an arrangement can be used for demonstrating microwave propagation, polarization and reflection. Fig. 3 shows one such setup using Heath equipment. Here a square wave is being used to modulate the klystron (achieved simply by coupling a square wave source to the repeller voltage source using a 0.01 μF coupling capacitor.)

equipment assembly

Since the exposed metal envelope of the reflex klystron tube forms the anode, the tube is normally operated with the anode grounded and with the cathode and repeller operated below ground potential. For either the Varian klystron shown in fig. 2 ($300, new) or the more common 723A/B (or 2K25) shown in fig. 1 (about $30, new), you will need a
fig. 6. The homemade tunable crystal detector. All parts are brass plated with LT-26 electroless tin and soldered together.

well-regulated variable 0-300 volts dc cathode-to-anode supply, plus a variable -300 volts dc supply for the repeller; filaments, as usual, are 6.3 volts. The Heath Model IP-17 power supply provides all three voltages.

Though not an absolute necessity, the slide screw tuner will allow you to match up the microwave string for maximum overall efficiency. Used tuners, when available, may run $20 or more ($250, new), however, the metal working reader can build his own for about $11 (figs. 4 and 5). Variable attenuators may cost anywhere from $100 to $500, new. Nevertheless, the author has recently seen very good quality surplus units for $15. Similarly, brand new direction couplers will probably be priced under $20. Fig. 6 shows a cross-section of my homemade crystal detector, and fig. 7 is a photo of the parts assembly.

surplus

If you're lucky, your surplus items will be either gold or silver plated. If gold plated, they may show little or no tarnish. Usually a cleanup with nonflammable dry cleaning solvent followed with a soapy water scrubbing of exterior surfaces will make metal parts shine like new. Silver plated components, on the other hand, may be so badly tarnished as to look almost black. Carefully disassemble as much of the unit as you can (use caution since some items such as

*Both electroless tin and electroless gold are available from Shipley Company, Inc., 2300 Washington Street, Newton, Massachusetts 02162. More information on electroless plating is available in the article by Larry Hutchinson, "Practical Photofabrication of Printed-Circuit Boards," ham radio, September 1971, page 17.
fig. 7. Construction details of the tunable crystal detector. The movable short and the tuning screw are adjusted for maximum crystal output. The drawing of fig. 6 differs in a few dimensions from the unit shown here. The text includes a few construction suggestions and hints on plating the parts. The real perfectionist can plate all the parts with gold.

slotted lines and certain couplers are very carefully mated together during assembly and are best left intact) and remove the tarnish using any of the ordinary liquid dip tableware tarnish removers.

Many used components will be made entirely of copper, bronze or brass without plating; more often than not, tarnish, corrosion and old paint are to be expected. Heavy tarnish, pitting and old paint can be removed from exterior surfaces with fine grit, wet-dry sandpaper and water. Generally, the internal surfaces will show less imperfections than the outside. Unless absolutely necessary, do not apply sandpaper or files to internal surfaces because close tolerances should not be altered. After the piece has been cleaned up, etch the piece briefly in mild acetic acid (or very dilute nitric acid). Rinse and dry the part, and plate the entire part with electroless tin.* The tin plate will improve electrical conductivity and will add new life to the metal. Tin-plated metal to be soldered can be heated in a direct flame; the plating will prevent oxidation and dis-coloration. For the ultimate in conductivity and corrosion resistance, brass parts can be gold plated with Shipley's electroless gold.

ham radio
memo-key

This article may revolutionize your thinking about using code wheels for CW operation and paper tapes for RTTY. The memo-key can enhance your operating pleasure in many ways. Applications of the design are numerous and are limited only by your imagination.

how it works

The memo-key is shown in fig. 1. The circuit detects the presence of tones of various lengths that have been pre-recorded on tape. These tones, which may be the recorded output of a code oscillator, side-tone from a receiver or keyer, or even a whistle, are converted to

An inexpensive tape recorder and this electronic switch will increase your enjoyment of CW and RTTY

James R. Huffman, WA7SCB, Box 307, Mountain View, Wyoming 82939

Suggested parts layout.
on-off switching impulses in the output stage. The device will switch a maximum of 100 mA at 40 volts, which is sufficient to actuate a CW keying relay or drive a grid-block-keyed transmitter directly. Other applications are described later.

The memo-key may be operated from batteries or a power supply, as shown in fig. 1. Current drain is low, because the high-current output switch is not connected across the power supply. When driving a relay, a diode should be placed across the relay coil to suppress high-voltage spikes. The value of capacitor C4 may have to be changed slightly when switching currents other than 100 mA. The discharge time constant of the circuit is set for switching 100 mA; any load less than 100 mA slows the switching action considerably. In fact, when switching a low-current RTTY load, you may wish to eliminate C4 entirely, although sensitivity will decrease.

Two modifications may be necessary if you wish to use the memo-key with a tape deck. A level control should be connected across the deck output, then to the memo-key input. Also, no transformer will be needed at the input (T1 in fig. 1).

construction

Building the memo-key is no problem. A suggested layout is shown in the photo; however, layout isn’t critical, nor is packaging. You may wish to use the utility box shown; rack-mount the unit, or even install it in the same enclosure with an RTTY converter. If you’d like to build a code oscillator, try one of the small 2-transistor units available from Burstein-Applebee or Allied Radio Shack. These units are small, operate from 6 Vdc, and are inexpensive.

As for the tape recorder, a good rule-of-thumb is: your existing tape recorder will probably be satisfactory for the applications shown. If you must purchase a tape recorder for this project, bear in mind the convenience of filing cassettes. Some of the catalog outlets send flyers showing cassette recorders for less than $20.00. Any of these recorders is satisfactory for use with the memo-key applications shown in this article.

some applications

Applying the memo-key to your particular needs is easy. For example, memo-key may be used as a code-wheel replac-

fig. 1. Memo-key schematic. Circuit is a simple electronic switch that will handle loads to 40 volts at 100 mA. Observe polarities when using suggested power supply or batteries.

fig. 2. Using the memo-key for CW. Circuit keys the transmitter according to prerecorded input on magnetic tape. Reprogramming is easy, unlike paper tapes or "code wheels."

june 1972
fig. 3. Memo-key for RTTY. Recorded input is stored on tape (mark = tone; space = no tone). Recorder output drives memo-key, which actuates a relay to drive the RTTY keyboard. To keep loop closed, the bias oscillator can feed a mark signal except in "play" mode.

fig. 4. Suggested power supply circuit.

Conclusion remarks

The advantages of using a system like memo-key are numerous: for one, programming is easily changed. The old code wheel is fine for calling CQ, but it doesn't lend itself to reprogramming. With memo-key, you can record yourself calling a station; then at the beginning and end of each transmission merely energize the recorder, and memo-key takes care of the identification.

Another advantage of memo-key is that tape storage is easily accomplished—a boon to the active RTTY and Contest operator. A small cassette properly labeled would reduce storage space considerably. Since those paper tapes represent a lot of work it's to your advantage to use magnetic-tape storage, because magnetic tape is nearly impossible to rip, tear, or otherwise mutilate if the tape is neatly tucked inside a cassette case.

Wherever you put it; however you package it; however you use it—the memo-key will serve you well.
Savoy

High Accuracy Crystals

For over 30 years

Crystals shown are actual size.

Either type, for transmitter or receiver.

$3.75

Postpaid in U.S.A.

Specify crystal type, equipment make and model, desired frequency, transmit or receive.

For amateur two meter FM use in Regency, Varitronics, Standard Drake, Tempo, Swan, Galaxy, Trio, Sonar, Clegg, Linear SBE.

GE, Motorola, RCA, oven use $4.95. Gladding $7.95

Savoy Electronics, Inc.
P.O. Box 7127 - Fort Lauderdale, Florida - 33304
Tel: 305-566-8416 or 305-947-1191
horizontal or vertical?

Antennas are considered to be reciprocal devices, transmitting and receiving equally well. Common amateur practice is to use the same antenna for both functions. Under some conditions, though, better results can be obtained with separate antennas.

On 1.8 and 3.5 MHz, and to a lesser extent on 7 MHz, high-gain directional antennas are impractical for most hams. The average amateur low-frequency antenna is fairly omnidirectional. Therefore, the antenna can generally provide no improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio, when the principal noise source is atmospheric.

Long-distance communication requires low-angle radiation. A study of theoretical antenna patterns shows that a horizontal dipole has the best low-angle radiation characteristics when it is one-half wavelength above ground. Since this is 140 feet at 3.5 MHz, most amateur 3.5-MHz horizontal antennas radiate at predominantly high angles—fine for short skip, but not very good for the really long-haul stuff.

The radiation from a vertical antenna is mostly low-angle at any height less than 5/8 wavelength. Many hams, hoping to improve their low-frequency DX performance, have installed vertical antennas and radial ground systems. They have generally been disappointed; they did not hear any more DX than they did on their old horizontal antennas, nor was the DX they did hear any louder. Sometimes the vertical seemed to be worse.

There is a reason for this. On the low-frequency bands the chief limiting factor is noise. At any time, atmospheric and man-made noise have a local field strength with which the signal must compete to produce a usable signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the receiver. If the signal field strength does not have a favorable relationship to the noise field strength, there is nothing to be done. The improvement has to be made at the transmitting end—either by the distant station raising power, or by increasing the efficiency of his antenna. It might almost be said that the configuration of the receiving antenna on the low-frequency bands is unimportant. As long as the receiving antenna is long enough to produce a fairly loud noise output from the receiver, it might as well be a short, random-length piece of wire!

The transmitting antenna may actually be worse for receiving. This is likely to be true if the antenna is vertical. Vertical antennas are much more sensitive to man-made noise, which is predominantly vertically polarized. Even after point sources of man-made noise are eliminated, almost every amateur lives in an environment with a background of man-made noise that is difficult to distinguish from true static. The situation is worst on the low-frequency bands.

I have been reading about the sensitivity of vertical antennas to man-made noise for years, but it was not until I had both vertical and horizontal 7-MHz antennas available at the flick of a switch that I realized how great the difference was. Switching from horizontal to vertical usually resulted in a noise increase of about 10 dB!

Transmitting, it was a different story.
For example, from my location ZS1A is pretty good DX on 7 MHz. I was able to work him with relative ease using my roof-mounted trap vertical. Using my horizontal dipole, I was usually able to hear him with a better signal-to-noise ratio. But I was never able to work him using the horizontal for transmitting.

Later experiments working the Orient and the Pacific confirmed this. The horizontal was better for receiving, but the vertical was from one to three S-points better on transmit. The difference, of course, was the greater man-made noise pickup of the vertical. I did not have a vertical antenna for 3.5 or 1.8 MHz, but I am sure the results would have been comparable.

From my own experience and a study of antenna and noise theory, I believe the following principles can be established:

1. For extreme long-distance transmission on low-frequency bands, verticals should be better than horizontals and probably are.

2. Comparisons of the effectiveness of low-frequency verticals with horizontals on the basis of receiving tests are not always valid. Field-strength measurements should be made.

3. For low-frequency DX reception, the antenna is of little importance, but a vertical may be worse than a horizontal because of man-made noise.

Undoubtedly the best scheme is to have both vertical and horizontal antennas available, with switching to make it possible for either to be used for receiving or transmitting independently of the other.

Of course, these findings only apply when it is not possible to erect an antenna having worthwhile gain and directivity—the usual situation on the low-frequency bands.

Harry R. Hyder, W7IV

Swan 350 CW monitor

This simple circuit provides a built-in CW monitor for the Swan 350. It can be built compactly, installed quickly and has plenty of output.

The parts were mounted on a small printed-circuit board with the resistors installed vertically. I used a solder lug as a mounting foot, secured by one of the crystal filter mounting nuts. This location permits relatively short leads to the required locations.

The resistor, R6, provides isolation of the circuit to prevent loading of the 6GK6 grid circuit and to attenuate the oscillator output to a comfortable level. A value between 1 and 2 megohms should do. With the components shown, the frequency is approximately 800 Hz. This frequency may be changed by altering any of the constants shown. The simplest way would be substituting various transistors. Just about all transistors will oscillate, and combining a germanium audio type and a pnp silicon rf type can provide some interesting notes!

With the transceiver in the receive mode and the audio and rf gain controls down, the oscillator can be used for practicing the code or adjusting a keyer. I use a pair of stereo headphones with the sections connected in parallel, and the note has more than enough volume. If you use a speaker, decreasing R6 to 1 megohm or 0.5 megohm should blast your eardrums. Changing the volume control during transmit will vary the output but will not change the pitch of the note.

Paul K. Pagel, K1KXA
Radio Shack has introduced two new all solid-state 11-band receivers, the AX-190 for amateur band coverage and the SX-190 for general communications and shortwave listening.

Both receivers are dual conversion with a crystal-controlled first oscillator and tunable second oscillator. Sensitivity is given as 0.5 µV on ssb and CW, and 1.0 µV on a-m for 10 dB S+N/N.

A built-in Q-multiplier provides better than 60-dB image rejection and 50-dB spurious rejection. Built-in 25- and 100-kHz crystal calibrators assure visual dial accuracy of within 200 Hz. The dial reads direct to 1 kHz. Frequency stability is said to be better than 500 Hz per hour.

Other features include ceramic filters for sharp selectivity, dual time-constant agc, anl, crystal-controlled bfo, illuminated S-meter and a line/tape output and headphone jack. Each receiver has dual-regulated power supplies for operation on 120 Vac and 12 Vdc.

The AX-190 is crystal-controlled on 3.5-4, 7-7.5, 14-14.5, 15-15.5, 21-21.5, 27-27.5, 28-28.5, 29.5-29.5 and 29.5-30 MHz, with a blank channel for special monitoring between 3.5 and 10 MHz. It has a vfo output and simplified interconnections for easy transmitter hook-up.

The SX-190 is supplied with crystals for reception on 3.5-4, 5.7-6.2, 7-7.5, 9.5-10, 11.5-12, 14-14.5, 15-15.5, 17.5-18 and 27-27.5 MHz, with blank channels for special monitoring on 3.5-10 MHz and 10-30 MHz.

The AX-190 and SX-190 receivers are priced at $249.95 each, with metal cabinet, 7 x 15 x 10-inches. A matching speaker is available for $19.95. The receivers are available at any of the local Allied Radio Shack stores. More information is available by using check-off on page 94.

regulated power supplies

The benefits of regulated power supplies are explained by Irving Gottlieb, W6HDM, in his new book "Regulated Power Supplies" published by Howard W. Sams. The first chapter lists the reasons why regulated power supplies are used. These include such benefits as increased efficiency, precision, greater dynamic range, feedback stabilization, higher signal-to-noise ratio and wider frequency response.

The second chapter discusses the static characteristics of regulated power sup-
plies such as dc regulation, temperature effects, stability, long-time and short-time deviations and drift. Other chapters cover dissipation control and the uses of integrated circuits and monolithic modules. Representative examples of commercial power supplies are also explained. 160 pages; $5.95, softbound, from Comtec Books, Greenville, New Hampshire 03048.

fm transceiver with tone encoder

SAROC featured the introduction of Ross and White's new two-meter fm transceiver with built-in tone-burst encoder. The new RW-Bnd transceiver offers twelve-channel operation (four crystals supplied), three power levels of 0.1, 1 and 10 watts, all solid-state design, and the three-tone encoder. The tones are factory set for the three most common tone-burst frequencies, but they are easily changed in the field.

The unit sells for $359.95 with the built-in encoder. The same rig, but without the encoder, sells for $319.95. This model has provision for the installation of the encoder at any time in the future. Both units come with a microphone and mobile mounting bracket.

For complete specifications on this new rig, write to Ross and White Company, 50 West Dundee Rd., Wheeling, Illinois, 60090 and request the information sheet on the RW-Bnd. You can get the same information by using check-off on page 94.
The Hy-Gain 550A is more than precision, professional-quality HAM equipment...it's a complete communications system. Each separate piece is an integral part of a matched system, precision designed and engineered toward one goal...ultimate efficiency.

**GT-550A Transceiver**
Top power, runs 550 watts PEP input / Unmatched dependability, flexibility either fixed station or mobile / Low cost / Upper and lower SB selectable without frequency jump / Frequency calibration and read-out accurate to 1 kc using interpolation / Fast attack—slow release AVC for no-pop signal control / Automatic ALC prevents over-driving and adjacent channel splatter / Constant output through high end of 10 meters / Hybrid construction for low-temperature operation and reliability / Standard of the industry in frequency stability / Outstanding receiver sensitivity and selectivity.

Order No. 855 Ham Net $495.00

**RV-550A Remote VFO**
Solid-state construction / Complete with plug-in cables / Function switch controls Receive-Transceive-Transmit frequency independently.

Order No. 856 Ham Net $95.00

**RF-550A R.F. Console**
Contains precision wattmeter with top accuracy in range of 3.5/30.0 MHz / Switch select forward or reflected power—calibrated scales are 400 and 4,000 watts full scale / 6-position switch selects 5 antennas or a dummy load.

Order No. 857 Ham Net $75.00

**SC-550A Speaker Console**
Matching speaker with headphone jack for the transceiver, complete with cable / AC-400 power supply mounts inside console.

Order No. 858 Ham Net $29.95
NEW! RB-550A Rotator and Control

All new control head and famous Hy-Gain model 400 Rotor Brake Rotator / Now in one complete package, one low price / Solid-state logic circuit furnishes electrical information for rotation and control of tower mounted rotator / 10 times the rotating and braking power of any other rotator.

Order No. 859  Ham Net $199.95

Phone Patch PR-550 Order No. 812  Ham Net $ 49.00
Crystal Controlled Adaptor XO-550 Order No. 811  Ham Net $ 49.00
AC Supply AC-400 Order No. 801  Ham Net $ 99.95
Mobile Supply G-1000DC Order No. 802  Ham Net $129.95
CW Filter F-3 Order No. 808  Ham Net $ 37.50
Calibrator CAL-250 Order No. 806  Ham Net $ 25.00
VOX Accessory VOX-35C Order No. 807  Ham Net $ 29.95
Mobile Dashboard Mounting Bracket—GTM Order No. 809  Ham Net $ 8.95
Floorboard Adaptor—ZZM (Not Shown) Order No. 810  Ham Net $ 6.00

Get the complete Sound System…550 from Hy-Gain

HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P. O. Box 5407- WF Lincoln, Nebraska 68505

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 94
ADD A LINEAR* TO MY 2M FM RIG? WHY NOT?
YOU DID IT ON 80-40-20-15-& 10!
And you did it for a good reason!
You wanted to put out a signal that others could hear — without noise, fade, fatigue, or interference.

A DYCOMM BOOSTER* can do for you what it has for over 3,000 amateurs:

- Provide up to 50 times increase in power.
- Reduce the cost over a higher power rig.
- Is fully transistorized — no tubes to ever replace.
- Provide mobile rig with more variety — car-car, car-base plus more repeaters you can work through.
- Is fully guaranteed to perform with an outstanding warranty program.

A model for virtually EVERY 2M rig!

Model Line Up:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>W input</th>
<th>W output</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>99.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write for a brochure or call your nearest amateur dealer — you hear!

* A common term for add-on amplifiers.
Convert your ham station to a complete SSTV station in 7 easy steps:

Just add a Robot monitor and camera and follow these simple instructions:

All popular ham radio sets may be used with the Robot SSTV equipment and absolutely no modification is required. Pictured above is a complete SSTV station. The inset photo shows the back of the Robot monitor, with all connecting cables. To convert your existing amateur station to an SSTV station:

1. Connect the cable supplied with the Robot Model 80 camera to the socket 1 on the back of the Model 70 monitor. Power is then supplied to the camera from the monitor and the video image from your camera is displayed on the monitor.

2. Next, connect the transmitter connecting cable 2 to the microphone jack on your transmitter or transceiver. Your microphone cable now connects to the microphone jack provided on the back of the Robot Monitor 3.

3. Phono jack 4 connects the signal from your camera or radio receiver to your tape recorder so that it may be recorded for later viewing or transmitting.

4. Phono jack 5 also connects to your tape recorder so SSTV signals previously recorded on audio tape may be displayed on the Robot monitor for viewing, or transmitted, whenever you wish.

5. SSTV signals coming from any radio receiver or transceiver are relayed to the Robot monitor for viewing and recording by means of cable 6 which is connected to the receiver by means of a "Y" connector in the speaker lead.

6. SSTV signals are connected to the phone line 7 to provide two-way SSTV exchange with other Robot SSTV sets connected to the phone line.

7. After these connections are made, the station is operated by switches on the monitor front panel.

That's all there is to it. As you can see, absolutely no modifications of your existing equipment are required. All necessary cables are included with your Robot monitor and camera.

For a demonstration of Robot SSTV equipment, contact your Robot dealer. Write us for complete information on Robot SSTV equipment, and the name of your nearest dealer.

ROBOT RESEARCH, INC. 7591 CONVOY COURT, SAN DIEGO, CA 92111 (714) 279-9430
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ALL TRANSISTOR SSB TRANSCEIVER KIT DESIGNED EXPRESSLY FOR THE HAM

* BIG TRANSISTOR SOFISTICATION * ALL SOLID STATE * EASY TO ASSEMBLE * SIMPLE TO OPERATE * POWERED BY 8 HI-CAD BATTERIES * RUGGED METAL CASE * 3 3/8" X 3 3/4" X 10" * WEIGHTS LESS THAN 1 LBS * PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD * QUALITY COMPONENTS

SSB GEAR THAT DOES IT FOR YOU: Introducing the new, delightfully wild MINI-MITTER II KIT designed especially for the Ham. Get it together in a few enjoyable hours of creative fun. Carefully engineered using the latest techniques this fully transistorized-solid-state transceiver features commercial grade components, diode switching, a Collins Mechanical Filter along with the easy to follow instructions for assembly. The transceiver is powered by 8 Hi-Cad Batteries easily accessible through a hinged door at the rear of the case for recharging. The printed circuit board chassis and the complement of Field Effect Transistors along with integrated circuits ensures the highest performance, yet simplies the circuitry for easy assembly. The tune-up procedure requires no special test equipment since all of the tuned circuits are pre-tuned at the factory and need only minor adjustment. For final setting and performance checks a receiver is recommended.


AT LAST... A SPEECH COMPRSSOR THAT REALLY WORKS!

RPC-3M MODULE (ONLY $22.50)

- LOW DISTORTION CIRCUIT
- FULLY WIRED & TESTED NOT A KIT
- WORKS WITH PHONE PATCH
- INTERNAL UNITS & MODULES WORK MOBILE
- FULL WARRANTY — ONE YEAR
- INTRODUCTORY LOW PRICES (Illinois residents add 5% Sales Tax)

Write for specifications and information sheets (free)

Demonstration Tape (cassette) available ($2.00 deposit)

RPC-3C CABINET MODEL ($34.95)

RPC-3C INTERNAL UNIT ($24.95)

RPC Electronics
BOX 1201H
CHAMPAIGN, ILL.
61820

Radio Amateurs Reference Library of Maps and Atlas

WORLD PREFIX MAP — Full color, 40" X 28", shows prefixes on each country... DX zones, time zones, cities, cross referenced tables postage $1.25

WORLD AMATEURS MAP GREAT CIRCLE CHART OF THE WORLD — from the center of the United States! Full color, 30" X 25", listing Great Circle bearings in degrees for six major U.S. cities; Boston, Washington, D.C., Miami, Seattle, San Francisco & Los Angeles. $1.25

WORLD AMATEURS MAP OF NORTH AMERICA! Full color, 30" X 25" — includes Central America and the Caribbean to the equator, showing call areas, zone boundaries, prefixes and time zones. FCC frequency chart, plus informative information on each of the 50 United States and other Countries postage $1.25

WORLD ATLAS — Only atlas compiled for radio amateurs. Packed with world-wide information — includes 11 maps, in 4 colors with zone boundaries and country prefixes on each map. Also includes a polar projection map of the world plus a map of the Antarctica — a complete set of maps of the world. 20 pages, size 8¼" X 12" postage $2.00

Complete reference library of maps — set of 4 as listed above postage $3.50

Write for free brochure!

Radio Amateur callbook, inc.
Dept. E
925 Sherwood Drive
Lake Bluff, Ill. 60044

70 in June 1972
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for the EXPERIMENTER!

INTERNATIONAL EX CRYSTAL & EX KITS
OSCILLATOR • RF MIXER • RF AMPLIFIER • POWER AMPLIFIER

1. MXX-1 TRANSISTOR
RF MIXER
A single tuned circuit intended for signal conversion in the 3 to 170 MHz range. Harmonics of the OX oscillator are used for injection in the 60 to 170 MHz range. Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz, Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz (Specify when ordering) .......... $3.50

2. SAX-1 TRANSISTOR
RF AMP
A small signal amplifier to drive MXX-1 mixer. Single tuned input and link output. Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz, Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz (Specify when ordering) ........... $3.50

3. PAX-1 TRANSISTOR
RF POWER AMP
A single tuned output amplifier designed to follow the OX oscillator. Outputs up to 200 mw, depending on the frequency and voltage. Amplifier can be amplitude modulated. Frequency 3,000 to 30,000 KHz ............. $3.75

4. BAX-1 BROADBAND AMP
General purpose unit which may be used as a tuned or untuned amplifier in RF and audio applications 20 Hz to 150 MHz. Provides 6 to 30 db gain. Ideal for SWL, Experimenter or Amateur ...................... $3.75

5. OX OSCILLATOR
Crystal controlled transistor type. Lo Kit 3,000 to 19,999 KHz. Hi Kit 20,000 to 60,000 KHz. (Specify when ordering) ..................... $2.95

6. TYPE EX CRYSTAL
Available from 3,000 to 60,000 KHz. Supplied only in HC 6/U holder. Calibration is ± 0.2% when operated in International OX circuit or its equivalent. (Specify frequency) ..................... $3.95

for the COMMERCIAL user...

INTERNATIONAL PRECISION RADIO CRYSTALS

International Crystals are available from 70 KHz to 160 MHz in a wide variety of holders. Crystals for use in military equipment can be supplied to meet specifications MIL-C-3098E.

CRYSTAL TYPES:
(GP) for "General Purpose" applications
(CS) for "Commercial Standard" applications
(HA) for "High Accuracy" close temperature tolerance requirements.

write for CATALOG

INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE • OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 73102
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IRON POWDER TOROIDAL CORES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORE SIZE</th>
<th>-41 Mix Green 'HR'</th>
<th>-3 Mix Gray 'HP'</th>
<th>-2 Mix Red 'E'</th>
<th>-6 Mix Yellow 'SF'</th>
<th>-10 Mix Black 'W'</th>
<th>-12 Mix Grn-Wh 'IRN-B'</th>
<th>Outer Diameter</th>
<th>Inner Diameter</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-200</td>
<td>20 kc - 100 kc μ=75</td>
<td>50 kc - 1 mc μ=30</td>
<td>100 kc - 10 mc μ=10</td>
<td>100 kc - 100 mc μ=8</td>
<td>100 mc - 150 mc μ=7</td>
<td>100 mc - 200 mc μ=5</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>1.250</td>
<td>.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-100</td>
<td>100 kc μ=75</td>
<td>100 kc - 1 mc μ=30</td>
<td>100 kc - 10 mc μ=10</td>
<td>100 kc - 100 mc μ=8</td>
<td>100 mc - 150 mc μ=7</td>
<td>100 mc - 200 mc μ=5</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.250</td>
<td>.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-106</td>
<td>106 kc μ=75</td>
<td>106 kc - 1 mc μ=30</td>
<td>106 kc - 10 mc μ=10</td>
<td>106 kc - 100 mc μ=8</td>
<td>106 mc - 150 mc μ=7</td>
<td>106 mc - 200 mc μ=5</td>
<td>.942</td>
<td>.580</td>
<td>.312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-94</td>
<td>94 kc μ=75</td>
<td>94 kc - 1 mc μ=30</td>
<td>94 kc - 10 mc μ=10</td>
<td>94 kc - 100 mc μ=8</td>
<td>94 mc - 150 mc μ=7</td>
<td>94 mc - 200 mc μ=5</td>
<td>.785</td>
<td>.540</td>
<td>.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-80</td>
<td>80 kc μ=75</td>
<td>80 kc - 1 mc μ=30</td>
<td>80 kc - 10 mc μ=10</td>
<td>80 kc - 100 mc μ=8</td>
<td>80 mc - 150 mc μ=7</td>
<td>80 mc - 200 mc μ=5</td>
<td>.680</td>
<td>.495</td>
<td>.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-68</td>
<td>68 kc μ=75</td>
<td>68 kc - 1 mc μ=30</td>
<td>68 kc - 10 mc μ=10</td>
<td>68 kc - 100 mc μ=8</td>
<td>68 mc - 150 mc μ=7</td>
<td>68 mc - 200 mc μ=5</td>
<td>.560</td>
<td>.370</td>
<td>.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-50</td>
<td>50 kc μ=75</td>
<td>50 kc - 1 mc μ=30</td>
<td>50 kc - 10 mc μ=10</td>
<td>50 kc - 100 mc μ=8</td>
<td>50 mc - 150 mc μ=7</td>
<td>50 mc - 200 mc μ=5</td>
<td>.460</td>
<td>.300</td>
<td>.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-37</td>
<td>37 kc μ=75</td>
<td>37 kc - 1 mc μ=30</td>
<td>37 kc - 10 mc μ=10</td>
<td>37 kc - 100 mc μ=8</td>
<td>37 mc - 150 mc μ=7</td>
<td>37 mc - 200 mc μ=5</td>
<td>.370</td>
<td>.205</td>
<td>.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-25</td>
<td>25 kc μ=75</td>
<td>25 kc - 1 mc μ=30</td>
<td>25 kc - 10 mc μ=10</td>
<td>25 kc - 100 mc μ=8</td>
<td>25 mc - 150 mc μ=7</td>
<td>25 mc - 200 mc μ=5</td>
<td>.285</td>
<td>.120</td>
<td>.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-12</td>
<td>12 kc μ=75</td>
<td>12 kc - 1 mc μ=30</td>
<td>12 kc - 10 mc μ=10</td>
<td>12 kc - 100 mc μ=8</td>
<td>12 mc - 150 mc μ=7</td>
<td>12 mc - 200 mc μ=5</td>
<td>.285</td>
<td>.062</td>
<td>.050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sustained Availability
Postage 50 Cents

AMIDON Associates
12033 Otsego Street
North Hollywood, Calif. 91607

New
3 Digit Counter

- The model fm-36 3-digit frequency meter has the same features that have made the 2 digit model so popular with Hams — low price, small size (smaller than a QSL card), 35 Mhz top frequency, simple connection to your transmitter, -0.0 to 0.1 KHz readout — PLUS the added convenience of a third digit to provide a 6 digit capability. Kit or Assembled.

Example: 28,649,800 Hz reads 28.6 MHz or 49.8 KHz. (Add the 10 Hz module to read 9.80.)

FM-36 Kit $134.50

NEW . . . . . . .

300 MHz PRESCALER only $45.00
with fm-36 order

Micro-Z Co.
Box 2426 Rolling Hills, Calif. 90274

ALL SOLID-STATE
SSB TRANSCEIVER

SSB-3
$195.50

- Complete single-band SSB transceiver 4 to 5 watts PEP output 15, 20, 40 or 75 meters.
- VFO tuning 3750 to 4000 on 75, full coverage on 40, 20 and 15 meter amateur bands.
- Suitable for dry battery operation.
- Light weight, small size, makes excellent portable — boat, aircraft, field or mobile.
- Contains 15 transistors, 1 mosfet, 2 Darlington transistors, 1 I.C. and 17 diodes. Four-pole filter.
- Available accessories, AC power supply, MIC, headphones, lightweight dipole and 40 watt PEP linear amplifier.
- Xtal controlled emergency and net transceiver available. Write for full information on transceivers and accessories.

JUSTIN INC.
2663 Lee Street
South El Monte, Calif. 91733
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**hobbyist LEDs**

Priced for the amateur experimenter, premium-quality light-emitting diodes are now available through the national network of Sprague distributors. Each distributor will have a working display of many LEDs and a specially-selected inventory of LEDs and related gallium arsenide semiconductors including visible light sources, infra-red sources, indicator lamps, alpha-numeric readouts, photosensors and opto-isolators made by Monsanto.

Although intended primarily for the experimenter, the new line of LEDs are exact replacements for thousands of devices in standard equipment and for many conventional miniature lamps. Sprague suggests numerous experimenter projects using the new devices stressing the low-current demands and exceptional longevity of the LEDs. Panel indicators, light communications and digital readouts are a few of the more conventional suggestions.

More information is available from Sprague Products Company, North Adams, Massachusetts 01247, or by using check-off on page 94.

**jewelry**

Hobby Jewelry offers a variety of earrings, tie clips, lockets and cuff links custom made with any call sign, initial or photograph. A variety of sizes and a choice of gold or silver finish is offered, with both finishes guaranteed for a year. More information and prices are available from Hobby Jewelry, 13407 Shoup Avenue, Hawthorne, California 90250 or by using check-off on page 94.
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Incomparable CX7A by SIGNAL/ONE

Features:
- RELIABILITY IS NOW standard equipment. Every CX7A "burnt-in" and cycled more than 48 hours.
- QUALITY-PLUS. Every component is instrument grade, American-made, and individually tested.
- ALL MODES 10 thru 160 meters in full 1 MHz bands with overlaps.
- BROAD-BAND TUNING. Instant band changes without tuning.
- TRUE BREAK-IN CW with T/R switching.
- IF SHIFT — deluxe QRM slicer.
- PRE-IF NOISE-BLANKER that really works.
- RF ENVELOPE CLIPPING — sounds like a Kw.
- TWO VFO's. Transceiver Plus receiver.
- BUILT-IN: Spotter FSK shift, transmit offset, wattmeter, SWR meter, electronic CW Keyer.

Specifications:
- SENSITIVITY: Better than 10db signal-plus-noise-to-noise ratio for .25 microvolts at 28MHz.
- SELECTIVITY: 2.4 KHz @ -6db 1.8:1 (6:0db) shape factor. (16 pole crystal lattice filters) optional: CW-400 and 250 Hz. FSK-1200 Hz.
- CARRIER and unwanted sideband suppression: Minimum 60db.
- IMAGE and IF REJECTION: more than 60db.
- POWER LEVEL: 300 to 500 watts p.e.p. plus, continuous duty cycle.
- POWER AMPLIFIER: 8072 PAYNE DRAD 1 final completely broadband driver and final. 150 watt continuous dissipation rating.

If you want to move up to the BEST, give DON PAYNE, K4ID, a call for personalized service, a brochure, and a KING-SIZE trade-in on any gear you have — one piece — or the whole station.

PAYNE RADIO
Box 525
Springfield, Tenn. 37172
(615) 384-5573
(615) 384-5643

We supply crystals from 16 KHz to 100 MHz in many types of holders. Over 6 million crystals in stock. We manufacture crystals for almost all model SCANNERS, MONITORS, 2-WAY RADIO, REPEATERS, ETC. Inquire about special quantity prices. Order direct with check or money order.

For first class mail add 15¢ per crystal ... for airmail add 20¢ each.

2400 Crystal Dr.
Fort Myers
Florida 33901
(813) 936-2397

We supply crystals for special frequency needs. Over 6 million crystals in stock. We manufacture for almost all model SCANNERS, MONITORS, 2-WAY RADIO, REPEATERS, ETC. Inquire about special quantity prices. Order direct with check or money order.

Send for new catalog with oscillator circuits and lists of thousands of frequencies in stock.

BARGAINS

Send for literature

20 Burnett Ave., Winnipeg 16, Manitoba

GLASS LIMITED

For 10, 15 and 20 Meters
A two element fibre glass quad antenna designed for better signal discrimination & directivity on 10, 15 & 20 meters!

- Stronger Arms (closer wound).
- Strong alloy RF wire.
- Improved quality nylon straps.
- UV resistant.
- Low wind resistance (2.4 sq. ft.)

New

$107 $60
Two Element Extra Element Quad
Includes U.S. Customs Import Duty or Canadian Federal Sales Tax. Shipped Collect. Please include check or money order with your order.

Worldwide Dealer Inquiries Invited except U.S., Canada & Mexico

*patented

20 Burnett Ave., Winnipeg 16, Manitoba
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The CRICKET is here — and it has the jump on all the others in its field!

This low cost keyer has more features for your dollar than all others in its price range. Even some in a higher price range! Go ahead — look around — compare the rest! Then buy the BEST — Data Engineering's new CRICKET I.

- Jam-proof spacing
- Self-completing dots and dashes
- Sidetone osc. and speaker
- Built-in key
- Relay keys 300 V at 1 amp
- Keyed time base. Instant start
- 3.5 to 50 w.p.m.
- "Full-control" weight ratio
- Speed, volume and tone controls
- Transmitter tune switch
- Auto/semi-auto. switch
- AC powered. Can also operate from 12V battery.

$49.95

Why don't you get the jump on all the others — too?

AT LAST —
A FREQUENCY STANDARD DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE FM'ER!

Now, for the first time, you can be exact with your channel spacing and deviation.

This deluxe marker allows you to check your receive and transmit spacing for channels in the 10, 6, 2, 13/4 meter FM bands. Markers are at 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 60 and 120 KHz. Precision 12 MHz crystal. Osc. and output buffered. No unwanted markers. Rich harmonics beyond 220 MHz.

$44.50 (Less batteries)

MEMORY-MATIC 500 KEYER

$198.50

SPACE-MATIC 21 KEYER

$89.50

FREQUENCY MARKER STANDARD
Markers at 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200 and 400 kHz. 400 kHz crystal. No unwanted markers. Latest low power ICs. Buffered osc. and output.

$32.95 (Less Batteries)

ELECTRONIC FEATHER TOUCH KEY
The solid-state design detects the mere touch of your finger and eliminates such problems as contact bounce, proper adjustments and dirty contacts. Operates with all keyers. Weighted.

$22.95, $25.95 (with SPDT Switch Option)

5-year guarantees  •  PPD USA  •  Send for brochures

DATA ENGINEERING INC.
Box 1245, Springfield, Va. 22151
This monthly technical magazine fills a "communication gap" within the electronic communication and navigation equipment industry. Its function is to provide comprehensive and authentic information not available in any other single publication. The types of feature articles include the following:

SYSTEM DESIGN
The planning of radio communication and electronic navigation systems, as well as CCTV and electronic security systems.

EQUIPMENT DESIGN
State-of-the-art design techniques—analysis of newly developed equipment.

TECHNOLOGY
Reports on technical developments—looking into the future—measurement techniques.

FCC REPORTS
Comprehensive reports on FCC petitions, proposed rulemaking and newly adopted rules changes—long before they are published in FCC Rules and Regulations.

APPLICATIONS
Utilization of system components—scope of equipment applications—interface requirements.

CASE HISTORIES
Economic and operational aspects of unique systems—examples of how problems were solved.

Subscription rate $12 per year, $20 for two years. When Check or Money Order accompanies subscription request, special rate is $10 for one year or $16 for two years. Advertising rate card sent on request.

COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION, INC.
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK, NY 10017

CAMP ALBERT BUTLER INVITES
HAM RADIO ENTHUSIASTS OF ALL AGES
TO TRY FOR YOUR
GENERAL CLASS TICKET
This Summer! Our 13th Season

STUDY INSTRUCTION
LEADING TO GENERAL ADVANCE
and AMATEUR EXTRA LICENSE

This co-ed Amateur Radio Camp, Y.M.C.A. owned and operated, can accommodate 60 campers. There is no age limit. We have had campers from 7 through 74 years of age. It is very helpful if you can copy SWPM or have a Novice or Technician ticket but it is not necessary. Time is divided between radio classes in code and theory and usual camp activities, such as swimming, archery, riflery, hiking, etc. Golf privileges are included at the beautiful New River Country Club course.

 Entire staff consists of licensed hams who are instructors in electrical engineering in some of our finest colleges and universities. Camp opens July 29th and closes August 12th. Tuition of $200.00 includes all camp expenses: room, meals, notebooks, textbooks, and insurance. Send for our brochure.

C. L. Peters, K4DNJ
General Secretary
Gilvin Roth Y.M.C.A., Elkin, N. C. 28621
Please send me the Booklet and Application Blank for the Camp Albert Butler Radio Session.

NAME
CALL
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

Only
$32.50
(less batteries) POSTPAID USA

- Precision crystal
- Fully guaranteed
- Markers at 100, 50, 25, 10 or 5 kHz selected by front panel switch.
- Zero adjust sets to WWV. Exclusive circuit suppresses unwanted markers.
- Compact rugged design. Attractive, completely self contained.
- Send for free brochure.

PALOMAR ENGINEERS
BOX 455, ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
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Is YOUR amateur station a serviced station?

When signal/one engineers set out to design the most advanced ham rig ever, they knew they were getting into trouble. Because they wanted to build a rig that incorporated every feature the serious amateur would want. They knew that would take a lot of circuitry and a lot of innovation. With that comes bugs. And they had their share of them. We’re not ashamed to tell you some of the earlier models literally went up in smoke. But ... live and learn. We went back in and got the bugs out. What we’ve ended up with is the world’s most sophisticated rig. And it works! Fantastically so. Ah ... you’re thinking that anything so complicated is someday going to need service. And we know that, too. That’s why we maintain a factory-only service center. With fast turn-around time. And the job’s always done right, with original factory replacement parts. You pay $2,195 for the CX7A. It’s worth it, as you’ll discover when you see it at your signal/one dealer’s. It serves every purpose an amateur could dream of. Including reliability. And service you can count on.

FEATURES

1. Instant band change without tuneup.
2. Instantaneous digital frequency readout.
3. RF shift control.
5. All popular modes of operation.
6. Transceiver-plus-receiver operation.
7. Hang AGC levels out wide swings in signal strength.
8. All ham bands from 160 through 10 meters.
9. RF envelope clipping provides matchless talk power.
10. Metering of all critical functions.

Write for information on the new Alpha PA-77A using the new Elmac 8877. Available soon at a tentative price of $1,775.

Remember we will stock the Robot Model 70 Monitor at $495 and the Robot Model 80 Camera at $465 and the 25mm. f 1.9 lens at $30.

A503-3, 6 meter 3 element beam .......... $18.50
A26-9, 6 & 2 meter beam .......... $29.95
A144-7, 2 meter 7 element beam .......... $13.95
A144-11, 2 meter 11 element beam .......... $17.95
A220-11, 1 1/2 meter 11 element beam .......... $15.95
AR-2, ½ wave 2 meter vertical .......... $12.50
DI-2, Diplomat ¾ wave vertical .......... $11.20
BBLT-144, ¾ wave 2 meter mobile .......... $34.70
2 meter magnetic mount antenna .......... $9.95
TH2 tribander, 2 element .......... $99.95
TH3M2 tribander, 3 element .......... $144.95
18AVT/WB 5 band vertical .......... $59.95
14AVQ/WB 4 band vertical .......... $39.95
14MRR roof mount for 14AVQ/WB .......... $19.95
HAM "M" rotator .......... $99.95
TR-44 rotator .......... $63.95
AR-33 rotator .......... $79.95
AR-20 rotator .......... $29.95
8 wire cable for Ham "M" / TR-44 10/ft. .......... $1.15
4 wire cable, 100 ft. coil 5/ft. .......... $1.95
LAC-1 lightning arrester .......... $3.95
LA-1 delux lightning arrester .......... $24.95
HY-GAIN SP3T antenna switch .......... $9.95
MOSLEY coax wall feed thru .......... $1.15
RG-8A/U superflex foam 20/ft. .......... $2.95
TIMES wire FM-8 foam 24/ft. .......... $2.95
RG-59/U .......... $1.75
RG-4/U .......... $1.75
#12 enameled wire, 100 ft. 5/ft. .......... $1.95
#12 open wire spreaders 20/ea. .......... $2.00

EGG insulators .......... 25¢
HY-GAIN BN-86 balun .......... $14.95
JOHNSON kilowatt matchbox .......... $154.95
JOHNSON 250 watt matchbox .......... $194.95
AN/SRA-15, 6-18 MHz multicoopier .......... $99.95
DRAKE W-4 wattmeter .......... $61.95
DRAKE 2NT demo .......... $135.00
DRAKE TR-22, new .......... $199.95
DRAKE ML-2, new .......... $299.95
DRAKE SW4-A, demo .......... $250.00
DRAKE 2-C, demo .......... $195.00
DRAKE DC-3, good .......... $65.00
SWAN 250C with 117XC .......... $325.00
HEATH HW-101 transceiver .......... $250.00

(NOTE: Mobile & base supplies avail.)
HT-44 with PS-150-120 .......... $250.00
PEARCE- SIMPSON Gladding 25, new .......... $249.95
DYCOMM 10-0 FM 100 watt amp .......... $195.00
ROBOT slo scan TC camera, #80 .......... $465.00
ROBOT macro lens, f 1.4 .......... $60.00
DX Engineering RF speech clipper .......... $79.50

(NOTE: Specify 325 or KW2 model)
SB-144 2 meter FM transceiver .......... $239.95
IC-21 24 channel FM transceiver .......... $389.95
MILLEN 90672 antenna bridge .......... $59.25

Come in and look around! Our hours are 9:00 till 5:30 weekdays and 10:00 till 2:00 on Saturday. We stock very large quantities of tubes. Write for a quote or else call us at (212) 925-7000. We are distributors for Eimac, Amperex, Cetron, Westinghouse, etc.

BARRY 512 Broadway NY, NY 10012
212-WA-5-7000

ELECTRONICS
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GATEWAY ELECTRONICS
8123 PAGE AVENUE
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63130

455 KC MECHANICAL FILTER IF ASSEMBLY —
IF Chassis from R-390A receiver. Contains 4
mechanical filters, BFO, etc. Complete with
tubes and schematic. Ship. wt. 7 lbs. $65.00

PUSH TO TALK TELEPHONE HANDSET — 6
wire cord-mike, earphone, and switch
separately wired — modern G type handset —
new. Ship. wt. 2 lbs. $12.50

MUFFIN FANS — 115 VAC. Ship. Wt. 1 lb. $7.50

THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES — Min. size 0.312 x
1.3 x 1.3. 10 pos. decimal — $2.00, 10 pos. BCD
& compliment — $2.75 — end plates $.50 pr.
Standard Size — 0.5 x 2.125 x 1.78 — 10 pos.
decimal — $2.75, 10 pos. BCD & compliment
$3.75 — end plates 1.00 pr. Ship. wt. ½ lb.

Minimum order $5.00. Stop in and see us
when you're in St. Louis.

NEW CT-1 From
Will allow you
to Dynamically test all
types of capacitors.

The Model CT-1 features a built-in electronic
power supply providing BOTH AC and DC
Test Voltages in a special circuit with high-
ly sensitive NEON type leakage indicator.

Only $16.95 postpaid
Capacitor Range: .00025 — 1000 mfd.
Sensitivity: Over 200 MEGOHMS

30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
LEE ELECTRONIC LABS, INC.
88 Evans St., Watertown, MA 02172
Dealer Inquiries Invited.
MAGNUM SIX
RF SPEECH PROCESSOR FOR
COLLINS 'S' LINE & HEATH 'SB'/'HW' SERIES

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
$129.95

- TRUE RF SPEECH CLIPPING
- ≥ 6db AVERAGE POWER GAIN
- DUPLICATE O.E.M. CRYSTAL (HEATH) OR MECHANICAL (COLLINS) FILTER
- HIGHEST QUALITY SOLID STATE COMPONENTS
- REGULATED FAIL-SAFE POWER SUPPLY

Send for FREE Brochure
Communication Technology Group
( A Division of Bstcil Systems Inc.)
31218 Pacific Highway South
Federal Way, Washington 98002
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THE VANGUARD
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER

YOU'LL NEVER
HAVE TO BUY
CRYSTALS
AGAIN

- 1000 channels from one crystal (yes, that's one thousand) selectable every 10 KHz. from 140.00 to 149.99 MHz.
- Better than .0005% (5 parts per million) from -10° to -60°C down to -30°C with accessory heater available later.
- Thumbscrew switches with digital readout for fast selection.
- Uses a super precision crystal reference source operating at 5 MHz; tightly locked to the reference source in a digital phase-locked loop circuit.
- Present model is available with output in the 6, 12 or 18 MHz. band (corresponding to 45 MHz. receive crystals, a combination transmitter and receive synthesizer, a synthesizer for the 6, 12 or 18 MHz. output. IMPORTANT: When ordering be sure to state which output you want. Settling time is in milliseconds even when switching from one band limit to the other. No hunting or false locks as with some other synthesizers.
- Operates from 10 to 15 VDC. Includes 3 precision IC voltage regulators (one for each major circuit function) to prevent interaction and to take care of those wide voltage swings in mobile installations. Can also be used on 110 volt AC with a small 12 volt ½ amp power supply.
- 50 ohm output for remote operation.

COMING SOON: A frequency synthesizer for the 6, 12 or 18 MHz. band (corresponding to 45 MHz. receive crystals, a combination transmitter and receive synthesizer, a synthesizer for the 6, 12 or 18 MHz. output. IMPORTANT: When ordering be sure to state which output you want. Settling time is in milliseconds even when switching from one band limit to the other. No hunting or false locks as with some other synthesizers.
- Operates from 10 to 15 VDC. Includes 3 precision IC voltage regulators (one for each major circuit function) to prevent interaction and to take care of those wide voltage swings in mobile installations. Can also be used on 110 volt AC with a small 12 volt ½ amp power supply.
- 50 ohm output for remote operation.

VANGUARD LABS  •  196-23 Jamaica Ave.  •  Hollis, N. Y. 11423

KOJO AUDIO FILTERS FOR SSB AND CW
The KOJO audio filters can greatly improve reception on all receivers, even the most sophisticated receivers. Large amounts of high-frequency hiss, background noise and sideband buckshot can be removed.

The SSB filter is of a low pass configuration, designed with a sharp cutoff to provide a rejection of better than 30 decibels at all ham band frequencies above approximately 3500 Hz. The filter is specifically designed to be placed in a low-impedance line for earphones or speaker. The CW filter has a spot frequency of 780 Hz and a passband of 1100 Hz with a reference level, 40 decibels below the signal level at the design frequency. The peak of the passband is 100 Hz wide at the -3 decibel reference points. The CW filter is specifically designed for low-impedance input and high-impedance output with a high-impedance earphones recommended. However, with low impedance earphones a small auxiliary amplifier or impedance matching transformer may be used.

KOJO filters are made up of top grade coils and components and are available in easy to assemble kit form with simplified instructions, or in a deluxe model. The deluxe model is completely built up and ready for use and is enclosed in a Gray cabinet with convenient IN-OUT switch.

Try a KOJO and see what you can hear now and could not clearly hear before.

*Slight cabinet layout changes subject to take place without notice.

CW Filter Kit $ 8.95 Deluxe CW Filter $16.95
SSB Filter Kit $12.95 Deluxe SSB Filter $21.95

All filters shipped postpaid. Arizona residents add 4% sales tax.

THE J. LYNCH CO.
P. O. Box 7774, Phoenix, Arizona 85011
Plug yourself into a bargain

You don't plug the Yaesu FTdx 570 clearly other rigs don't hear at all. Plus a lot of other features detailed in our brochure. Features that would cost you a fortune if you could find them all in any other rig. For a little more than the $549.95 price tag, you can order the 570 with a CW filter. Send us the coupon and we'll send you a brochure on the FTdx 570. Include a check for $549.95 and we'll send you the real thing. Do that, and you'll be plugged in to amateur radio operation at its finest.

You don't plug the Yaesu FTdx 570 into a power supply, you plug it into the wall. The 570 is ready-to-go, with 560 watts of PEP SSB and 500 watts of CW power built-in.

In a rig selling for $549.95.

And power isn't the only reason why the FTdx is the world's best transceiver. For a nickel less than $550 you get a whole lot more. Like a built-in noise blanker. VOX. Calibrators. A built-in speaker and cooling fan. WWV channel. And 80 to 10 meter coverage on transmit and receive.

You get a rock-stable VFO, and a receiver so sensitive it hears things...

SPECTRONICS WEST
Dept. Q, 1491 E. 28th, Signal Hill, Ca. 90806 / (213) 426-2593

SPECTRONICS EAST
Dept. Q, Box 1457, Stow, Ohio 44224 / (216) 923-4567
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CW or RTTY, whichever way you go,

HAL HAS TOP QUALITY YOU CAN AFFORD!

TOP QUALITY RTTY...WITH THE HAL MAINLINE ST-6 TU. Only 7 HAL circuit boards (drilled G10 glass) for all features, plug-in IC sockets, and custom Thordarson transformer for both supplies, 115/230 V, 50-60 Hz. Kit without cabinet, only $135.00; screened, punched cabinet with pre-drilled connector rails, $35.00; boards and complete manual, $19.50; wired and tested units, only $280.00 (with AK-1, $320.00).*

OTHER HAL PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
ID-1 Repeater Identifier (wired circuit board) .... $75.00*
ID-1 (completely assembled in 1½" rack cabinet) .... $115.00*
HAL ARRL FM Transmitter Kit .... $50.00*
W3FG G SSTV Converter Kit .... $55.00*
Mainline ST-5 TU Kit .... $50.00*
Mainline AK-1 AFSK Kit .... $27.50*
HAL RT-1 TU/AFSK Kit .... $51.50*

NEW FROM HAL—TOP QUALITY RVD-1002 RTTY VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT. Revolutionary approach to amateur RTTY...provides visual display of received RTTY signal from any TU, at four speeds (60, 66, 75, and 100 WPM), using a TV receiver modified for video monitoring. Panasonic solid-state TV receiver/monitor, or monitor only, available. Complete, $495.00; Panasonic TV receiver/monitor, $160.00; monitor only, $140.00.*

TOP QUALITY...WITH THE HAL 1550 ELECTRONIC KEYER. Designed for easy operation; perfectly timed CW with optional automatic ID for sending call letters, great for DX and RTTY; TTL circuitry, transistor switching for grid block, cathode keying. Handsome rugged cradle cabinet with brushed aluminum panel. With ID, only $90.00; without ID, $65.00.*

TOP QUALITY... WITH THE HAL MKB-1 MORSE KEYBOARD. As easy as typing a letter—you get automatic CW with variable speed and weight, internal audio oscillator with volume and tone controls, internal speaker, and audio output jack. Smooth operation; completely solid-state, TTL circuitry using G10 glass boards, regulated power supplies, and high voltage transistor switch. Optional automatic ID available. Assembled MKB-1, $275.00; in kit form, $175.00.*

HAL provides a complete line of components, semi-conductors, and IC’s to fill practically any construction need. Send 24¢ to cover postage for catalog with info and photos on all HAL products available.

*Above prices do not include shipping costs. Please add 75¢ on parts orders, $2.00 on larger kits. Shipping via UPS whenever possible; therefore, street address required.

HAL COMMUNICATIONS CORP., Box 365 H, Urbana, Illinois 618
flea market

- RATES Commercial Ads 25¢ per word; non-commercial ads 10¢ per word payable in advance. No cash discounts or agency commissions allowed.
- COPY No special layout or arrangements available. Material should be typewritten or clearly printed and must include full name and address. We reserve the right to reject unsuitable copy. Ham Radio can not check out each advertiser and thus cannot be held responsible for claims made. Liability for correctness of material limited to corrected ad in next available issue. Deadline is 15th of second preceding month.
- SEND MATERIAL TO: Flea Market, Ham Radio, Greenville, N. H. 03048.


MECHANICAL FILTERS: 455KHz. 2.1 KHz $18.95 300Hz $22.95. J. A. Fredricks, 314 South 13th Avenue, Yakima, Washington 98902.

AMATEUR SALES & SERVICE. Discount prices and service after the sale. Such leading names as Kenwood, Heathkit, Simpson, Regency, SBE, Signal/One, and Tempo One. Write or call today. Amateur Sales and Service, 111 Rand Mill Road, Garner, North Carolina 27529. Tel. 1-919-772-0044.

SWAPFEST, June 25, Egyptian Radio Club, Granite City, Ill, 1 mile Southwest intersection 3 - Interstate 270. Food available. 146.76 Mc/sec. Send for literature. Communications Specialists.

AMATEUR SALES

NAME LITERATURE WANTED. Harry’s Amateur Radio

SPECTRUM ANALYZER. TS-1379A. newest Navy type, transistorized, 2-300mhz, bandwidth 150Hz - 30kHz, 5 inch CRT, $400. Two tone AF oscillator. SG-376. $175. TS-1379A and SG-396. $475. SG-24/TRM-3. AM-FM signal Generator, 15-400mhz, $240. Bird 673 wattmeter, to 2.5 kW in three ranges, $140. AN/URQ-9 primary frequency standard, $1, and Zero Hz Output, Stability, one part in ten to the ninth power per day, $250. All in excellent condition. Much more, flyer available. James Walter, 2697 Nickel St., San Pablo, Ca. 94806.

ASK HARRY FIRST. Good trades accepted. S.A.S.E. Name literature wanted. Harry’s Amateur Radio Supply, 3528 Gaskin Rd. (Belgium) Balmingsville, NY 13027. 10AM-9PM, Closed Sunday. 315-635-7452.

TONE ENCODERS AND DECODERS — New line of solid state encoders and decoders compatible with any sub-audible continuous tone systems. Small in size, usable from 67-250 Hz, $8.95 to $14.95. Send for literature. Communications Specialists, Box 153, Brea, Calif. 92621.

READOUT TUBES — 7 Segment, 5 Volt Incandescent $3.00. Polarizing filters, SASE complete line. Display Electronics, Box 1044, Littleton, Colo. 80120.

FIGHT TVI with the RSO Low Pass Filter — p115 March 73 — write for brochure — Taylor Communications Manufacturing Company, Box 126, Agincourt, Ontario, Canada.

CLEANING OUT SHACK. miscellaneous components and 6GC1 triodes. Send for list. Clyde Peters, WA7OTN, 185 East 550 No., Bountiful, Utah 84010.


AUDIO FILTERS: Knock down that background noise. KOJO SSB, AM and CW filters do the job. Write for free brochure and see how serious DX boys hear them. KOJO, Box 7774, 741 E. High-land Ave., Phoenix, Arizona 85011.


WANTED: tubes, transistors, equipment what have you? Bernard Goldstein, WAPMFP, Box 257, Catal Court, New York, N. Y. 10013.

COPY MORSE CODE automatically. (Ham Radio November 1971) detailed construction plans $14.95. VMG Electronics, 2138 West Sunnyside, Phoenix, Arizona 85029.


EARLY VACATION? Then tear up that ticket to Tahiti. There'll be more fun at the ARRL Hudson Division Convention, October 21-22, Hilton Motor Inn, Tarrytown, N. Y. Exhibits, Lectures, 2-Meter FM, RTTY, Contests, Gaffests, New York Sight-seeing. Fun! No charge for a suntan. Info: Dave Popkin, WA2CCF, 303 Tenafly Road, Englewood, N. J. 07631.

2W. AUDIO AMPLIFIER I.C. short-proof ideal for monitors, intercoms, headphone applications, etc. Motorola MC1085. Low noise dual preamp I.C. $3.55. 5V/1A regulator I.C. $2.95. Digital Clock/Counter power supply $12.95. Phone each which makes $21.95. Hundreds of I.C.'s and modules in Giant Catalog and Applications Guide. 25¢. Modevco Enterprises, Dept. 115, P. O. Box 40073, Indianapolis, Indiana 46260.


"DON AND BOB" GUARANTEED BUYS. Motorola HEPI70 epoxy diode 2.5A/10000PV $39: Ham-M 99.00; TR44 59.59: AR22R 31.95: MOT MC1709CG filter amp $44.95; Kenwood CL33 113.00; Mullard 2N2222 $4.00: TA33 105.00: CAP: Sangamo DCM6000F/MD50 440V 4.95: SBE144 2MMF 199.50; Gladding 25 AC 25.50: Undriven TDHDX1 139.00: Quad 90.00: 4CX300A 148.00: Airdux 236047 coil 5V 450PC 754A(siquran 345.00: $14 antenna wire 1.95/C write note Drake, Robek, Rohn, Tempo Kenwood Guarantee, Write for list. Absolutely guaranteed. Madison Electronics, 1508 McKinney, Houston, Texas 77002. (713) 224-2668.

TELL YOUR FRIENDS about Ham Radio Magazine.
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LOWEST PRICES: ON BRAND NEW FULLY TESTED & GUARANTEED IC's

BEST SERVICE! 10% DISCOUNT ON ALL ITEMS NOT SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS

MOST CONVENIENT: ORDER DESK 1-800-325-2959 (TOLL FREE)

PLEASE NOTE: TO receive prices in the last three columns, you must order in FACT

MULTIPLES of 10 per item for all IC's on your order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog</th>
<th>1-99</th>
<th>100-999</th>
<th>1000-5999</th>
<th>6000-9999</th>
<th>10000-29599</th>
<th>30500-99999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7400</td>
<td>74.26</td>
<td>74.25</td>
<td>74.23</td>
<td>74.22</td>
<td>74.21</td>
<td>74.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7401</td>
<td>74.16</td>
<td>74.15</td>
<td>74.14</td>
<td>74.13</td>
<td>74.12</td>
<td>74.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7402</td>
<td>74.06</td>
<td>74.05</td>
<td>74.04</td>
<td>74.03</td>
<td>74.02</td>
<td>74.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7403</td>
<td>73.96</td>
<td>73.95</td>
<td>73.94</td>
<td>73.93</td>
<td>73.92</td>
<td>73.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7404</td>
<td>73.86</td>
<td>73.85</td>
<td>73.84</td>
<td>73.83</td>
<td>73.82</td>
<td>73.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

... (Continued on next page)

ICs, DIP SOCKETS: use these economical pins instead of soldering your IC's on PCB boards. BECAUSE they are continuous strips in multiples of 10, 50, 250. $1.99 for 100; $1.69 for 250; 10% off for 500. $1.45 for 1000; 10% off for 2000. $1.20 for 5000. $1.00 for 10,000.

... (Continued on next page)

UNIVERSAL DECADE COUNTING UNITS

1. Easy to read single plane LED or filament-type Readout with wide angle viewing.

2. BCD Outputs available.

3. Readout Lens available.

4. Selectable Ripple Blanking

5. Selectable Decimal Point

6. Counter Reset

7. Plug-in Module

8. Dolex Sockets for all IC's & Readout

9. For use with 4-, 6-, 7-, 8-, 9- 

... (Continued on next page)
INCREASE YOUR TALK POWER!

PROVEN ON-THE-AIR PERFORMANCE

MODEL ACA-1
$49.95 KIT
$69.95 ASSEMBLED

MODEL ACA-1 AUDIO COMPRESSOR (features 45 DB compression range)
- Flat 20-20,000 Hz response
- Extremely low distortion
- Front panel compression meter and in/out switch
- Accepts both high and low impedance mixes
- Easily installed in mike line
- 110-volt a.c. or 12-volt d.c. operation
- Only 5" W x 2 1/4" H x 4 1/2" D

MODEL ACP-1
$24.95 KIT
$34.95 ASSEMBLED

MODEL ACP-1 COMPRESSOR-PREAMP (has 30 DB compression range)
- Flat 20-20,000 Hz response and low distortion
- Designed for high impedance mixes
- Easily installed in mike line
- 9-volt battery operation
- Only 4" W x 2 1/2" H x 3 1/2" D

IDEAL FOR TAPE RECORDERS!
Try one of these compressors as an automatic recording-level control. Used by recording studios, schools, and radio-tv stations. Great for p.a. systems, too!

3-CHANNEL WWV RECEIVER
(5, 10, and 15 MHz)
$74.95 KIT
$99.95 ASSEMBLED

0.25 microvolt sensitivity
- Crystal controlled
- 110-volt a.c. or 12-volt d.c. operation
- Compact size only 4 1/4" W x 2 1/2" H x 5 1/2" D

Send check or money order, plus $1.50 for shipping anywhere in U.S.A. California residents add 5% sales tax.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

CAREING ELECCRONICS, INC.
P.O. Box 327 U Upland, California 91786
Phone 714-985-1540

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 94
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ARC-5 VHF RECEIVER, TRANSMITTER, MODULATOR 100-156 MHz
R-28 RECEIVER with tubes and crystal...
$19.50
T-23 TRANSMITTER with tubes and crystals,
Brand New in Original Carton...
$23.50
MD-7 MODULATOR with tubes, Excellent Used...
$10.50
Set of Plugs for MD-7...
$8.50
AN/ART-13 TRANSMITTER
Makes fine Ham transmitter for 80, 40, 20 and
10 meters. Power output 100 watts on AM, CW,
MCW, 10 preset channels. Complete with all
and tube crystals.
Exc. Used...
$49.50
LIKE NEW...
$59.50
Accessories Available: Prices Upon Request

2" DC VOLTMETER
Mounts in 2-1/8" hole, Flange diameter 2-5/8"
Two scales: 0-15 and 0-600, Calibrated for use
on steel panel. Standard brand, SPECIAL
NEW, boxed... Each $1.75
2 for $3.00

HEADSET
Low impedance, with large chiffon ear cushions.
4-11/16 cord and plug, Reg. $12.50. Our Special Price
$2.95
Less ear cushions...
$1.95
High impedance adaptor for above...
$69

SCR-274-N, ARC-5 COMMAND SET HI!
Freq. Type RECEIVERS, Complete with Tub... EXC. NEW... BRAND NEW...
190-250 Kc...
BC-453...
$16.95...
$23.50...
$27.50...
9-91 Mc...
BC-453...
$16.95...
$19.50...
$21.50...
1.5-3 Mc...
TRANSMITTERS, Complete with Tubes...
4-537 Mc...
$48.95...
$59.95...
$79.95...
4-534 Mc...
$48.95...
$59.95...
$79.95...

TG-344 CODE KEYER, self-contained, automatic,
reproducibly code practice signals from tape paper.
5 to 12 WPM Built-in speaker. Brand new with tech
manual, take-up reel and AC line cord...
$24.50
Code practice tapes for above...
$5.95

BC-1206-C RECEIVER
Aircraft Beacon Receiver...
200 to 400 Kc. Operates from 24V DC 1.5A.
Continuous tuning, vol control, on-off switch and
phone jack. Very sensitive. Compact. Complete
with tubes, NEW...
$12.50

DUAL AMPLIFIER
has two input circuits each feeding a single 6550GT twin triode amplifier.
Complete with 115V 60 cy, power supply using 6X5GT rectifier. NEW...
$5.95

BC-603 FM RECEIVER
Converted for 35-50 Mhz. 10 preset pushbutton
channels or manual tuning. Complete
with 10 tubes, checked out, like new...
$39.50
AC Power Supply, NEW...
$14.95
DM-34 12V Power Supply, NEW...
$4.45
DM-36 24V Power Supply, Exc. Used...
$2.50
Technical Manual, NEW...
$2.25
Set of 10 tubes for BC-603 Receiver...
$5.95

BC-604 FM TRANSMITTER
20 to 27.9 Mc...
Output approx 30 watts. 10 crystal controlled
channels. Complete with tubes...
NEW...
$12.50

ARC-R11A Modern G-5 Receiver 190-500 KHz...
$10.95
ARC-222
340-1600 KHz Receiver with tuning graph...
$15.95
R-4/ABF-2 Receiver 234-256 Mhz, 11 tubes, NEW...
$8.95

BC-605 INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER, NEW $3.45, EXC. USED...
$1.95
INTERPHONE HANDSET,
LIKE NEW...
$2.95
SCR-522 TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER, with 18 tubes, LIKE NEW...
$32.50

HANDMIKE
Rugged, heavy-duty carbon handmike with press-
to-talk switch. Equipped with 4-11/4 cord & phone
plug...
SPECIAL
NEW, boxed... Each $1.88
2 for $3.25

LM FREQUENCY METER
Fine general purpose Navy unit 125 to 20,000
Hz. Operates on 12 or 24 VDC. Complete with
tubes, crystal, calibration book.
Checked out, Excellent Used...
$59.50
As above, less book...
$22.50

G&G RADIO ELECTRONICS COMPANY
45-47 Warren St. (2nd Fl.) New York, N.Y. 10007
Ph. 212-267-4605

BRAND NEW, complete
with 15 tubes, less dyn.
amotor and accessories...
$16.95

Two WAY COMMUNICATION MORE THAN
15 MILES!

FREQUENCY RANGE: About 435 to 500 Mc.
TRANSMITTER has 4 tubes: WE-316A, 2-666, 7F7
RECEIVER has 11 tubes: 2-695, 4-7H7, 2-765, 3-777
RECEIVER L.F.: 40 Mc.
SIZE: 10 1/2 x 13 1/2 x 4 1/2", Ship. Wt 25 lbs.

Superb quality components and circuitry, ideal for the technician
experimenter. Many fabulous experiments, for example: you can
construct a Yagi antenna for the 420 Mc band that will produce a
gain of 10 db and yet fit on your operating desk!

ACCESSORIES FOR BC-645

MOUNTING for BC-645 Transceiver...
PE-101C DYNAMOTOR, 12-24 Volts,
easily converted to 6 volts...

MOUNTING for PE-101C Dynamotor...

UHF Antenna Weighted Assemblies (set of 2), per set...

COMPLETE SET OF 11 CONNECTORS...

CONTROL BOX BC-646...

MOUNTING for BC-645 Control Box...

SPECIAL "PACKAGE" OFFER:

BC-645 Transceiver, Dynamotor and all accessories above, COMPLETE...
BRAND NEW, While Stocks Last...

CATHODE RAY TUBES - STANDARD MAKE
All New in Original Carton
7BP...
3.25
3FP7...
.98 ea.
3JP7...
1.75 ea.
5MP1...
2.75
3CP1...
.98 ea.
3AP1...
1.95 ea.
5CP7A...
4.25

*Sold in Lots of 3 only

EE-8 SIGNAL CORPS FIELD PHONES
Checked out, perfect working order. Complete
with batteries...
Excellent Used...

$16.95

APN-1 FM TRANSMITTER 400-450 Mc, Freq.
modulated by moving coil transmitter. Easily con-
verted for radio control or 70 cms. Complete with
14 tubes, dyn.
BRAND NEW...

$9.95

B8-208/AMT BATTERY PACK contains three BBB2
3V miniature lead acid type storage batteries and one Bee51
6V battery...
$1.49
PE-219 BATTERY CHARGERS changes one or two 6V batteries at 7 amps
from 6/12 or 24V source.
NEW...

$5.95

FL-30 Filter with PL-55 plug and JK-26 Jock, Exc. Used...
$1.99

WILLARD 2-VOLT STORAGE BATTERY
Rated at 20 Amp. Hours, Model 20-2, Rechargeable.
Compact nonspill construction. Lightweight poly sty-
rene container, 3X6X1/2". ships dry, uses standard
electrolyte. Ships Weight 3 lbs.
NEW, each...

$2.79

TERMS: F.O.B., NYC. 25% deposit with order, balance COD or remittance,
in full. MINIMUM ORDER $5.00. Subject to prior sale and price change.
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A5 MAGAZINE: The all new ATV publication covering all modes of ham TV. Subscription $2.50 per year. Bi-monthly. P. O. Box 6512-B, Phila., Penna. 19118.

MORSAVERTE READS HAND-SENT MORSE CODE off the air and converts it to RTTY code. Connects to station receiver and Teletype. No speed adjustment required. Supplied with L, F, LFRS. All on one 8x10 inch circuit board. Kits from $185 wired and tested $500. Write for Information, Petit Logic Systems, 908 Washington, Wenatchee, Wash. 98801.

WANTED: Collins Mechanical Filter F250Z-5 and/or any other mechanical filter for the Lower SideBand and carrier freq. of 250Khz and 2.85Khz bandpass and carrier freq. of 2.85Khz. Collins L7000. Phil Kellogg, P. O. Box 209, Beverly Hills, Ca. 94713.

32S-3, 516F-2, clean, mint, functioning perfectly $500. Call or write Tom Sessions, Jr., P. O. Box 279, Lexington, S.C. 29072. 803-359-4131 9AM-6PM EDT


VHF-UHF SSB STATION: 100wts SSB on 432, 220, 144, 50 giving up everything; Drake line, equipment, top gear, parts, tubes. S.A.E., W1LJN, D. Schier, 6 Tremont St., Cos Cob, Conn. 06807.


THE NINTH ANNUAL PENN-CENTRAL HAMFEST will be held by the Milton and Williamsport clubs on Sunday, June 4th starting at 12:00 Noon at the Union Township Volunteer Fire Grounds on Route 15 in Winfield. Bring your own lunch or use the snack bar. Indoor and outdoor facilities. Auction, contest and swapping. Gate registration is $2.50 — XYL and children free — Free parking. Talk in frequencies 3940, 30.4, 145-940 2 Meter FM. More information from Paul Mitch. W3LNX, RD #2, Milton, Pa. 17847. — Phone 717-742-8648.

SWAP MANUFACTURERS DIRECTORIES, Thomas Register 7 volumes, each 1,600 pages; McRaes 4 volumes; Conaver-Nast. Need Hammarlund Converters SP 10 or 15. Kennedy, 731 Greenwich St., New York 10014.


2 METER FM gear for sale: Motorola L43 base on 146.58 $135. Motorola T43 trunk mfg 62 freq tuned and output base on 146.50 $175. DEC MA360W trunk mfg 62 freq on 2M $175. FDMF-2 10w on 2M transmitted 12 channels w/AC power supply $150. W7YHS 319 N. 26th St., Billington, MT 59101.

IT IS WITH PLEASURE I can announce that WASMPO (Hernando, Miss.) and myself (W5BW) have started up the "PURPLE MARTIN NET" and would be happy to have bird lovers to check in at 4 PM CST every Sunday afternoon on 7.251 mhz. WASMPO is the Net Control and I will be the Alternate.


USED TEST EQUIPMENT

All checked and operating unless otherwise noted, FOB Monroe. Money back (less shipping) if not satisfied.

GRT36M-$249
GR1100AP - Freq. Standard, includes 1101A osc., 1102A multivib., 1103A Synchronometer and PS complete. $350
HP100D-Freq. stand. w/Scope-Acc. ippm $165
HP150A - 10mhz Scope w/152B $295
HP160B-USC (0.05)-14mhz dual trace scope $495
HP175A - 50mhz scope w/dual trace, delayed sweep plug-ins $795
HP85B-DC-1ghz sampo. scope w/186B $625
HP524A-10-100mhz plug-in for above $65
HP540-Trans. Osc. for counter-to-12ghz $385
HP2590B-Precision Trans. osc-synchronizer 1165 $209
Kintel 301-DC standard-null voltmeter $270
Meas. 80 - Standard Sig. Gen. 2.40mhz $225
NE 14-20C-Freq.counter (sim. HP524C) $299
NE 14-21C-10-100mhz plug-in for above $65
NE 14-22C-100-220mhz plug-in for above $80
Nems Clark 1071-FM rcrv, 175-260mhz $410
NLS M-24-Digital Volt-ratio-ohm-measure $485
NLS V-35 - Digital Voltmeter complete $385
Polaroid R-microwave rcrv (plug-ins available) $285
Polaroid T-spectrum analyzer 10Hz-44mhz (plug-ins available) $325
Polaroid SA84W-spectrum analyzer, band switching 1200 mhz $605
Rollin 30-Stand.sig.gen.40-400mhz-hi-pwr. $585
Stoddart NM522A-F11a mtr., 375-1ghz, w/acc. $985
Tek B-186-1Mhz 100mhz SSB, $40
Tek RM15-DC-15mhz GP scope $325
ME26D-U/H-P410B) VTM-to 700mhz $85
TS 403-A-100mhz (HP161) 1.84ghz $235
USM-16-Stand. Sig. Gen.10-440mhz AM-CW-FM Pulse-Sweep, Phase-locked osc. $675 (Send SASE for complete list)

GRAY Electronics
P. O. Box 941 Monroe, MI 48161
Specializing in used test equipment

ONE COMPLETE SOURCE
SPECIALIZING
2 METER FM RIGS
TOP BRANDS
AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

- **SONAR RADIO**
- **SATELLITES**
- **COMMUNICATIONS**
- **DYCOM**
- **GAM ANTENNAS**
- **HYGAIN**
- **DRAKE**
- **CUSH CRAFT**
- **ANTENNA SPECIALTIES**
- **INTERNATIONAL**
- **CRYSTAL**
- **GALAXY**
- **BOMAR**
- **CRYSTAL**
- **LARSEN ANTENNAS**
- **SHURE COMM MIKES**

We stock crystals and parts for all sets we sell

- Write for free literature —

DALE ELECTRONICS CORP.
244 West 14th St., New York, N.Y. 10011
Free Parking
212-255-3660
**CRYSTAL FILTERS**

By KVG of WEST GERMANY

High performance 9 and 10.7 MHz crystal filters for SSB, FM, AM and CW application. Symmetrical input and output. Small size (1 \(27/64\)" x 1 \(3/64\)" x \(3/4\)"") perfectly suited for miniaturized solid-state equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter Type</th>
<th>XF-9A</th>
<th>XF-9B</th>
<th>XF-9C</th>
<th>XF-9D</th>
<th>XF-9E</th>
<th>XF-9M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>SSB Transmit.</td>
<td>SSB</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>FM</td>
<td>CW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Filter Crystals</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (6dB down)</td>
<td>2.5 kHz</td>
<td>2.4 kHz</td>
<td>3.75 kHz</td>
<td>5.0 kHz</td>
<td>12.0 kHz</td>
<td>0.5 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insertion Loss</td>
<td>&lt;3 dB</td>
<td>&lt;3.5 dB</td>
<td>&lt;3.5 dB</td>
<td>&lt;3 dB</td>
<td>&lt;5 dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input-Output</td>
<td>500 (\Omega)</td>
<td>500 (\Omega)</td>
<td>500 (\Omega)</td>
<td>500 (\Omega)</td>
<td>1200 (\Omega)</td>
<td>500 (\Omega)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination</td>
<td>30 pF</td>
<td>30 pF</td>
<td>30 pF</td>
<td>30 pF</td>
<td>30 pF</td>
<td>30 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape Factor</td>
<td>(6:60 dB) 1.7</td>
<td>(6:60 dB) 1.8</td>
<td>(6:60 dB) 1.8</td>
<td>(6:60 dB) 1.8</td>
<td>(6:60 dB) 1.8</td>
<td>(6:60 dB) 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop Band Attenuation</td>
<td>&gt;45 dB</td>
<td>&gt;100 dB</td>
<td>&gt;100 dB</td>
<td>&gt;90 dB</td>
<td>&gt;90 dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$23.12</td>
<td>$32.85</td>
<td>$35.40</td>
<td>$35.40</td>
<td>$35.40</td>
<td>$24.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HC-25/U crystals: 8998.5 kHz (USB), 8999.0 kHz (BFO), 9000.0 kHz (carrier) 9001.5 kHz (LSB). $2.75 each.

10.7 MHz filters with bandwidth: 14 kHz, 16 kHz (for 5 kHz freq. dev. FM), 32 kHz, 38 kHz (for 15 kHz freq. dev. FM) $30.25 each.

9 MHz crystal discriminators for max. freq. dev. of 1.5, 3 and 8 kHz $17.95 each.

10.7 MHz crystal discriminators for max. freq. dev. of 10 and 20 kHz $15.95 each.

---

**CQ de W2KUW**

5% BONUS PAID FOR EIMAC AND VARIAN TUBES

ESPECIALLY:

- 4-65A, 4-125A, 4X150A, 4-250A, 4CX250B-K or R, 4-400A, 445A, 4-1000, 4CX1000, 4CX5000, X13, etc.

**EQUIPMENT:**


**ALL COLLINS GEAR**

The TED DAMES Co.

308 HICKORY ST., ARLINGTON, N. J. 07032

Phone: 201 998-4246

---

**FM Schematic Digest**

A COLLECTION OF MOTOROLA SCHEMATICS

Alignment, Crystal, and Technical Notes covering 1947-1960

136 pages 11 1/2" x 17" ppd $6.50

**S. Wolf**

P. O. Box 535

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

---

SPECTRUM

INTERNATIONAL

BOX 1084

CONCORD

MASSACHUSETTS 01742

BROADBAND AMPLIFIERS at a price you can afford

The BBA-1 series offers high gain over the HF to UHF region with low noise figures. BBA-1PA, a remotely powered unit for mounting near the antenna, covers 30 to 400 MHz with a 20±1dB gain dropping to 17 dB at 500 MHz. Maximum NF is 3.5dB. BBA-1PB has the same specs as the BBA-1PA but is locally powered. BBA-1P covers 3 to 500 MHz, with gain between 15 and 30dB, Maximum NF is 3.0dB. For less critical use order BBA-1 with same coverage as the BBA-1P, but reduced UHF gain and higher NF.

BBA-1PA - $50.00; Adapter Kit, KT-1 - $5.00

BBA-1PB, BBA-1P - $45.00; BBA-1 - $30.00

Please include $1.00 for shipping.

RADATION DEVICES CO.

P. O. Box 8450, Baltimore, Md. 21234
STOLEN. COLLINS 62S-1 Transverter #10728 from Michigan State Univ. Amateur Radio Club. Please call 517-355-2221 or your nearest State Police Headquarters.

1972 EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT CONVENTION, Wittman Field, Oshkosh, Wis. July 30 thru August 6, 1972. All Flying Amateur Radio Operators are invited to attend. Will be monitoring 146.94 MHz before, and all during the convention, as well as the Wis. SSB net. For a little something extra your QSL card dropped in a container at the Hams Headquarters may be a lucky one, and win you a piece of amateur gear as donated by Amateur Electronic Supply Co., 4828 W. Fond du Lac. Milwaukee, Wis. If you are not a member of the EAA and would like to join, membership applications will be available at the Hams Headquarters, or you may copy the incoming formal traffic addressed to W9KKK, Omro, Wis. via the Wis. SSB net or write to Elmer C. Erickson, W9KKK, 455 Birch St., Omro, Wis. 54963.

COLLINS Mechanical Filters. 455 kHz, 2.4 kHz bandwidth $11.00 Postpaid. V. Mozarowski, VE3AA, 1 Belgrave Ave., Montreal, Ont., Canada.

JULY 9-10, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA FAIRGROUNDS. Annual Indiana Radio Club Council Picnic and Hamfest. The fairgrounds is located at 1100 Teal Road, (Indiana Route #25), in the city of Lafayette, Ind. Easy access to Lafayette by Interstate 65. Hams flying in should use Halsmer Airport. There will be free shuttle service to and from Halsmer. This is a family affair. Fleamart for the hams and fun and games for the rest of the family. Trailer parking. Advance tickets at $1.50 each by mail from W9YIP, 177 Robinson, West Lafayette, Ind. Orders should be mailed by July 4. Enclose payment and SASE or pick up advance tickets at Hamfest. The fairgrounds is located at 146.94 mh before and all during the convention, 1:30 PM. Talk in, call K4CPO on 75 and FM 146.94. For more information write Music City Hamfest, P. O. Box 8085, Nashville, TN 37207.

RECEIVER, National HRO-500 w/matching speaker. Two years old; guaranteed, perfecto, Canada. $900 firm. Real professional equipment. (605) 942-3531. James Hathorn, 44862 Lorimer, Lancaster, California 93534.

CLEGG ZEUS, manual, some spare tubes, excellent condition $200. firm. Duncan, WA 98234. CABLE, 6 Lawson Drive, Easthampton, Mass. 01027. 413-587-7517.

WANTED: 115 volt A.C. Power Inverter. 200 watts or more. R. J. Brukaker, 3932 Charlotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64110.

4-1000A new pair $130. One like new $30. 4X500A like new with chimney $40. 6907 new pair $20. 5253 S. Luna, Chicago, Illinois 60638.

MODEL ROCKETEERS will hold an on the air convention July 4th and 5th, 1972 on the 23.65 MHz through WAlHIC. Net control: WAIHIC. Net call up will be: CQ Model Rocketeers. Be there.

THE KANSAS NEBRASKA RADIO CLUB will hold their annual Hamfest on August 6 at the Moose Club at Concordia, Kansas. Registration will start at 0900 AM. All amateurs welcome.

ON THE 23RD AND 24TH SEPTEMBER, 1972 the North West Amateur Radio Conference will be held at this University. We would like to extend a warm welcome to any American Amateurs, who will be in the area at that time, to the 3rd annual Conference. University of Lancaster Amateur Radio Society, Bailrigg, Lancaster, England.

YOUR AD belongs here too. Commercial ads 25¢ per word. Non-commercial ads 10¢ per word. Commercial advertisers write for special discounts for standing ads not changed each month.

NEW—6T-HR-2

ADD MORE TRANSMIT FREQUENCIES TO YOUR HR-2

Will let you add six more transmit frequencies to your HR-2 or HR-2A, also may be used on Transcan.

6T-HR-2 Wired Kit $9.50

Shipping $60

Complete with mounting hardware.

Large stack of crystals for HR-2's and TMR scanners.

HR-2 Xmit. xtal $7.55

HR-2 Receive xtal $3.99

TMR Receive xtal $3.99

Entire Regency amateur line in stock. We ship pre-paid in Continental U.S.A.

HT-200 users add 2 more transmit frequencies to your H23 dcn or dcn: H23 2 frequency kit: $29.95.

Includes all hardware, wiring, switch and knob. The above wired is $39.95. Can be used only with standard squeal HT200.

TME 2 METER PRE-AMPS

New! Improved HT-144U pre-amp. Silver plated epoxy glass circuit board. Filter kit and B+ kit. All mount on new circuit board which is slightly smaller than original. This new board replaces all former except Motrac. Comes with mounting hardware and feet. Designed to work with the new solid state transceivers and older tube equipment. Kit-$11.50 wired-$16.50. Shipped-

TOPEKA FM ENGINEERING

1313 East 18th Terrace

Topeka, Kansas 66607

SPACE-AGE TV CAMERA KITS & PLANS


PHONE OR WRITE FOR CATALOG.

1201 BROADWAY, N.W. ATV Research

DACA CITY, ILL. 61734

TOROIDS—TELETYPE

Lowest Prices Anywhere!

6k or 10 Mhz Toroids $10 for 40

Model 15-19...

40 M.P.H. Gear Set

$3.50

FRESH RIBBONS

Model 25-25

$3.50

ALL PROF. UNIT

5-20-32-35

$3.50

BOB OF 32

MANY OTHER BARGAINS—SEND FOR CATALOG

Van's W2DLT Electronics

302H Passaic Avenue

Stirling, N. J. 07980

CALL 201-647-3639

MORE DETAILS? CHECK-OFF PAGE 94
**Electronic Keyer**

- Transistorized; relay output.
- Key built-in; wired, ready to operate.
- Continuously variable speeds 5-50 WPM.
- Penlight cells or 6V external source.
- Key contacts adjustable.
- Push switch on back, automatic or semi-automatic operation.
- Dot-space ratio adjustable.
- Variable tone control on monitor.

**Specifications:**
- Continuous variable speeds 5-50 WPM.
- Penlight cells or 6V external source.
- Key contacts adjustable.
- Push switch on back, automatic or semi-automatic operation.
- Dot-space ratio adjustable.
- Variable tone control on monitor.

**Dimensions:**
- Weight 2 lbs.

**Guarantee:**
- Unconditional one year guarantee.

**Contact Information:**
- W6PHA - GLOBAL IMPORT CO.
- Box 246, El Toro, Calif. 92630
- 10 day return privilege for cash refund
- "Dealers wanted"

---

**250 MHz! 6 DIGITS!**

**FREQ. RANGE:** 10 Hz to 250 mhz. LEVEL: 1 mw to 50 watts. ACCURACY: .003%. Write for specs.

**Model:** 6-VHF-A $350 fob

---

**AMERICAN CRYSTAL CO.**
1623 Central Ave., Kansas City KS 66102, 913-342-5493

Mfg. Crystals for most communication Equip. Small Orders Accepted

For use In:
- TWO WAY FUNDAMENTALS
- SCANNERS
- MONITORS
- TRANSMITTERS
- C.B. SYNTHESIZERS
- THIRD MODE
- REPEATERS
- SCANNERS (oper. 152.50 to 163.50 mhz .002%) $5.90
- ELEMENT CRYSTALS .003%

AMATEUR NOVICE, (HC6/U, 1 kc, 32 mmF, Fund. 3.5-5.9 MHz $5.00)

Extra: Oven use $1.50, Subminiature 256, .093 pins 10c

Postage 1-2 crystals 25c, each additional 1-2 crystals 10c.

Write for quantity discount

---

**HAM RADIO CENTER**

**Announces!**

**DIAG A DEAL**

**314 993-6060**

**NOW:** Call your order in, and we’ll pick up the tab for the phone call. (Minimum order $25.00)

**HOW:** Place station to station call. When phone bill is received, forward copy along with our invoice covering order phoned in, we’ll send refund check. DO NOT CALL COLLECT.

**PLUS:** We will ship your order for NEW equipment PREPAID if destination is in our UPS surface shipping area. (Limit 108” width & girth combined and 50 lbs. max. wt.)

**COMPLETE STOCKS ALL NATIONAL BRANDS**

WE BUY-SELL-TRADE USED EQUIPMENT

Write for List

Hamm Radio Center, INC.
8342 Olive Bl., St. Louis, Mo. 63132
Phone (314) 993-6060

---

**More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94**

---

**June 1972 HP**
Attention Buyers,

From 150 KHz to 20 MHz, each band has its own Type N Ant. input. Packed and tested, with select pass band deviation of ±200 kHz or ±2 MHz and SELECT AM or FM with Handbook & power plug, all for only $375.00.

We have SP-600-JX, an American-made receiver, calibrated in the factory pack and in the original box, with instruct book & cord, for Mariposa, Calif. Shpg. wt. 110 lbs.

BRAND NEW FREQ-SHIFT TTY MONITOR
NAVY OCT-3: FM Receiver type, freq. range 1 to 26 MHz in 4 bands, cont. tuning. Crystal calub. Roads up to 1500 Hz deviation on built-in VTM. Cost $1,510.00 each. In original box, with instruct. book & cord, for Mariposa, Calif. Shpg. wt. 110 lbs.

High-Sensitivity Wide-Band Receiver

Communications * Bug Detection

Spectrum Studies

38-1000 MHz AN/BDR-3: Consists of brand new tuner/ converter CV-253/ALR in original factory pack and an exc. used, checked OK & grid main receiver R-444 modified for 120 v. 50/60 Hz. The tuner covers the range in 4 bands; each band has its own Type N Ant. input. Packed with each tuner is the factory inspector's checkout sheet. The one we opened showed SENSITIVITY: 1.1 uV at 38.4 mHz, 0.9 uV at 133 mHz, 5 uV at 538 mHz, 4.5 uV at 778 mHz. The receiver is actually a 30 MHz IF ampl. with all that follows, including a diode meter for relative signal strengths: an attenuator calibrated in 6 dB steps to ±74 dB, followed by an AVC position, Pan, Video & AF outputs; switch select pass band of ±200 kHz or ±2 MHz and SELECT AM or FM with Handbook & power plug, all for only $375.00.

We have SP-600-JX, R390, WRR-2 Receivers. Ask!

Reg. PWR. SPLY FOR COMMAND, LM, ETC.

PP106/U: Metered, Knob-adjustable 90-270 v up to 80 ma dc; also select an AC of 6.3 v 5A or 12.6 v 2½ A or 28 v 2¼ A. With metering output plug & all tech. data. Shpg. wt. 50 lbs.

Bargains Which THE ABOVE WILL POWER.

LM-(1/2) Freq. Meter: 125-200 MHz, .01%, CW or AM, with serial-matched calib. book, tech. data, mating plug. Shipping wt. 16 lbs.

57.50

TS-323 Freq. Meter: 20-480 MHz, .001%. Shpg. wt. 369.50

R22A/ARCS Command Q-Ser 190-550 kHz, exc. cond. 16.95

A.R.C. R22 Command revr 540-1600 kHz, exc. cond. 17.95

A.R.C. R155/MIL-R-5901 Command: 100-165 MHz, new 27.50

NEMS-CLARKE #1670 FM Rcvr 55-260 MHz

475.00

WWV Rcvr/Comparator 2½ - 20 MHz

295.00

Empire Devices NF-114 RFI meter is a red-hot receiver from 150 kHz to 80 MHz

295.00

Attention Buyers. Engineers, Advanced Technicians: We have the best test-equipment & oscilloscope inventory in the country so ask for your needs . . . don't ask for an overall catalog . . . we also buy, so tell us what you have.

R. E. Goodheart Co. Inc.
Box 1220-HR, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213
Phone: Area Code 213, Office 272-5707

Free Alarm Catalog

64 Pages Filled With 350 Burglar and Fire Alarm Products for Installers and Electronic Technicians, Includes Radars, Infrared, Controls, Hard-To-Find Pages of Application Notes.

Mountain West Alarm

4215 N. 16th St., Phoenix, Az. 85016

NEW 2M Preamplifier

12 VDC powered

27 dB gain (approximately) noise figure 2.5 will bring most receivers to .1 uV sensitivity without appreciable noise.

Metal case. ONLY $17.95 ppd.

Crawford Electronics
302 West Main, Genoa, IL 60135

2 Meter Preamp

More Gain, Less Noise For The Money!

20 DB GAIN

NOISE FIGURE 2.5

12 VDC OPERATION

Small Size: 1⅛ x 2⅛ x ⅛ - Only $12.50

Kit $9.50

Option for 150-250 VDC Operation - $1.00

Data Engineering Inc.

92 June 1972

More Details? Check—Off Page 94

Central New York Specialty Headquarters

FM by STANDARD COMMUNICATIONS

High Power by EHRHORN

Quality-Selected Used Ham Gear

Write for listing, updated twice monthly

CFP Enterprises
10 Graham Road West
Ithaca, New York 14850

607-257-1575

QSOs EN

Spanish

German

Japanese

QSOs AUF

DEUTSCH

Courses in Spanish, German, and Japanese designed for amateurs. Enables hams to exchange greeting and signal reports and to chat with foreign hams. Each course has many typical QSO's, technical terms, and slang. Narrated by native speakers.

Spanish course: 50 minutes. Spanish dialogue with English-Spanish manual taped on 7" reel 3 ⅛ IPS for $11.95, on C-90 Cassette $.10.95. For German course running 90 mins, add $2 to above prices. Japanese course 30 mins. same prices as Spanish course. Dual language manuals alone $2.50. Mailed 3rd class in U.S. PPD. Send checks or money orders.

Foreign Language QSOs, Box 53, Acton, Mass. 01720

We Pay Highest Prices For Electron Tubes and Semiconductors

H & L Associates

Elizabethtown Industrial Park

Elizabeth, New Jersey 07206

(201) 351-4200
... COMPLETE YOUR HAM SHACK with
OUR NEW HOME WEATHER INSTRUMENT:
• READ WIND SPEEDS ON TWO
  SCALES, CALIBRATION to 106 mph
• HANDSOME HARDWOOD CASE
• 2 YEAR WRITTEN GUARANTEE
• ELECTRONICS EMPLOWS
  INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
• 5% DISCOUNT TO ALL HAMS
  ACTIVE IN WEATHER NETS
• Includes Display Unit and Rotor
  mechanism (both shown), 60 ft.
  lead in, mounting hardware,
  battery, instruction manual

$69.96 COMPLETE
POSTAGE PAID
(dealer inquiries invited)

WORLD QSL BUREAU
THE ONLY QSL BUREAU to handle all
of your QSLs to anywhere; next door, the
next state, the next country, the whole
world. Just bundle them up (please arrange
alphabetically), and send them to us with
payment of 5¢ each.

5200 Panama Ave., Richmond, CA USA 94804

NEW SB-144
FM TRANSCEIVER, 12 channels complete with xtal
for 146.16/146.76, 146.34/146.94, and 146.94/
146.94, dynamic mic., "S" and output meter,
ceramic filter, back lighted dial, FET front end,
double conversion, tiltable mobile bracket, 12V
DC built in (+ amateur net $239.95); OUR LOW
INTRODUCTORY PRICE $203.50 +, with AC supply
(reg. $259.90) $223.45 + Write for literature.

AMATEUR-WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS
8817 S.W. 129 Terrace, Miami, FL 33156 305-233-3631

5 VOLT, 1 AMP POWER SUPPLY
on a plug-in PC card
PERFECT FOR DIGITAL IC'S

INPUT 115 VAC 60 HZ
OUTPUT 5V 1 AMP DC
LOAD REGULATION 100 mv (NL to FL)
LINE REGULATION 0.5 mv (105-125VAC)
SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTED 1sec = 750 ma., typ.
SIZE 3.6" x 3.2" x 1.7"
MATING CONNECTOR 22 pin on. 156 cts.

PRICE: $14.90 ppd. U.S.A.
Mass. residents add 5% sales tax

ELCOM Industries, Inc.
CIVILIAN TERMINAL, HANCOCK FIELD
BLOEFORD, MA 01730
617-278-6650

IC computer boards. Along with all the
other goodies you will find each board
will have marked IC's on them. 3 boards
$1.00, 20/$5.00

3 WATT LASER DIODE TA-2628 $5.00
PANADAPTER BC 1031 Used $45
Unused w/sparse $75
56K MEMORY CORE STACK $100
LASER DISCHARGE CAP $45
COMPUTER GRADE CAPS 1000 uf 450V $1.50 ea. 10/$12
MAN-3 LED READOUT $3.50 ea. 10/$35

Please add postage for above items.
Send 25¢ for Surplus Catalog ...

JOHN MESHNA JR. ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 62  E. Lynn, Mass. 01904
Advertisers check-off

... for literature, in a hurry — we'll rush your name to the companies whose names you "check-off"
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| Justin Inc. | 72 |
| KE Electronics | 90 |
| KW Electronics | 91 |
| L.A. Electronix Sales | 68, 95 |
| Larsen Electronics, Inc. | 43 |
| Lee Electronics | 78 |
| Lynch Co., J. | 80 |
| Marsh, John, Jr. | 93 |
| Micro-Z Co. | 72 |
| Mini-Products, Inc. | 57 |
| Mountain West Alarm | 92 |
| Pagel Electronics | 91 |
| Palomar Engineers | 76 |
| Payne Radio | 74 |
| Pennwood Numetchron Co. | 93 |
| RP Electronics | 70 |
| Radiation Devices Co. | 88 |
| Radio Amateur Callbook | 66, 70 |
| Robot Research | 69 |
| Savoy Electronics | 61 |
| Signal One Corporation | 61 |
| Solid State Systems, Inc. | 84 |
| Space-Military Electronics | 90 |
| Spectronics, Inc. | 81 |
| Spectrum International | 88 |
| Standard Communications Corp. | 1 |
| Structural Glass Limited | 74 |
| Topeka FM Engineering | 89 |
| Tri-Tek, Inc. | 90 |
| Van's W2DLT | 89 |
| Vanguard Labs | 80 |
| Wayne Smith Products | 90 |
| Weinschenker, M. | 90 |
| Wheatlands Electronics | 90 |
| Wolf, S. | 88 |
| World QSL Bureau | 93 |
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BONUS
THE BEST ANTENNA PACKAGES YET!
OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE GUARANTEED SAVINGS

ALL NEW, engineered for optimum performance with TRI-EX’s Certified* Antenna Towers & HY-GAIN’s TOP Performance Antennas. The utmost in craftsmanship and construction for your satisfaction...

Local Bank Financing - 15% Down or Trade-In Down - Good Reconditioned Equipment. Nearly all makes and models. Our reconditioned equipment carries a 30 day warranty and may be traded back within 90 days for full credit toward the purchase of NEW equipment. Inquiries invited.

*LAE EA5V SHOWN

LAE MW35 “STANDARD” Package
(Free Standing Crank-Up Tower
9.5 Sq. Ft. - 50 MPH) (35 FT.)
CDR AR-22R Rotator*
100 ft. RG-58/U Coax & Control Cable
Substitute 50 ft. free standing, add $100
Complete with one of the following antennas:
HY-GAIN TH2MK3 $275
HY-GAIN TH3JR $275
HY-GAIN DB10-15A $285
HY-GAIN HY QUAD $285
HY-GAIN TH3MK3 $295
*TR-44 rotor w/cable add: $ 35
HAM-M rotor w/cable add: $ 65

LAE WA51 “DELUXE” Package (51 Ft.)
(Free Standing, 9 Sq. Ft. - 50 MPH)
CDR TR-44 rotator*
100 ft. RG58/U Coax & Control Cable
Substitute 67 ft. free standing, add $400
Complete with one of the following antennas:
HY-GAIN DB 10-15A $590
HY-GAIN HY QUAD $599
HY-GAIN 204B $625
HY-GAIN TH3MK3 $625
HY-GAIN TH6DXX $645
Free stdg. base incl'd. NO CHARGE
*HAM-M rotor w/RGB/U add: $ 45

LAE LM354 “SUPER” Package (54 Ft.)
(16 Sq. Ft. - 60 MPH)
CDR HAM-M Rotor
100 ft. RGB/U Coax & Control Cable
Substitute 70 ft. free standing, add $650
Complete with one of the following antennas:
HY-GAIN TH3MK3 $750
HY-GAIN 204B $765
HY-GAIN TH6DXX $785
Freight PREPAID to your door in the Continental USA west of the Rockies.
For shipment east of the Rockies, add $15.00. Substitutions may be made...
write for prices.

"WEST COAST’S FASTEST GROWING AMATEUR RADIO DISTRIBUTOR"
"WE SELL ONLY THE BEST"

Electronix Sales
23044 S. CRENSHAW BLVD., TORRANCE, CALIF. 90505
Phone: (213) 534-4456 or (213) 534-4402
HOME of LA AMATEUR RADIO SALES

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
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The Best Vertical There Is!
80 through 10 meters

The 18AVT/WB is constructed of extra heavy duty, taper swaged, seamless aircraft aluminum with full circumference, corrosion resistant compression clamps at all tubing joints. This antenna is so rigid, so rugged...that its full 25' height may be mounted using only a 12" double grip mast bracket...no guy wires, no extra support...the 18AVT/WB just stands up and dishes it out!

Order No. 386 $59.95

Get the strength, the performance and the price you want...from the man who sells the complete line of quality Hy-Gain equipment.
TEMPO...a quality name...a growing family

TEMPO "ONE" SSB TRANSCEIVER

......................represents the culminating achievement of many years of experience in the amateur radio field. Modern design, superb performance, high styling, sturdy construction, outstanding reliability, exceptional value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tempo &quot;ONE&quot; Transceiver</td>
<td>$319.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC/ONE Power Supply (117/230 Volt 50/60 cycle)</td>
<td>$99.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC/1-A Power supply (12 volts DC)</td>
<td>$110.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TEMPO DKT ELECTRONIC KEYER

The Tempo DKT keyer is the latest in electronic keyer design. Using integrated circuit techniques it provides the unique features of dot memory and single dot injection which, with a specially designed twin lever key assembly, affords effortless sending and perfect characterization regardless of speed.

Price: $89.00.

TEMPO LW 1500 DUMMY LOAD WATTMETER

The Tempo LW1500 load-wattmeter offers typical Tempo price-performance value. Designed for amateur or commercial use, the LW1500 is completely portable. An internal "D" cell battery powers the overheating warning light so no AC connections are necessary. The built-in handle and light weight make the load convenient for desk, bench, auto or field testing.

Price: $119.00.

TEMPO FMP

Truly mobile, the Tempo FMP-3 watt portable gives amateurs 3 watts, or a battery saving ½ watt, FM talk power anywhere at anytime. With a leather carrying case included, this little transceiver will operate in the field, in a car, or at home with an accessory AC power supply. The battery pack is of course included. Price: $225.00.

Other Tempo products:
- FMV450 - 10 watt UHF transceiver
- FMV - 10 watt 2 meter transceiver
- RFB-1 Wattmeter & SWR Bridge
- VHF & UHF Solid State Amplifiers

Henry Radio
11240 W. Olympic Blvd. Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif. 92801
Butler, Missouri 64730

213/477-8701  714/772-9200
816/679-3127
Plug more life into your system with EIMAC planar triodes.

To make a long story short, after 18,000 hours of life test EIMAC improved 7211's were still delivering over 35 watts CW at 705 MHz in the r-f cavities for the Army's GRC-103 Radio Set. And that's no fluke.

Several design improvements give the 7211 life comparable to solid state devices. These improvements have been designed into all EIMAC planar triodes. The result is longer life. Higher power and efficiency. Higher frequency operation. And better linearity. In many cases the improved tubes are direct, plug-in replacements for earlier models in existing equipment, resulting in lower cost per operating hour to the user.

Right now EIMAC has more than 70 planar triode types in three families ranging from the 2C39A types through the latest miniature planar triodes. In CW, EIMAC frequency capability goes up to 5 GHz and powers to 450 watts. For pulse applications, EIMAC has models capable of delivering up to 1 kilowatt peak at 6 GHz.

When it comes to planar triodes for retrofit or new equipment, only EIMAC has full capability. For a copy of our planar triodes applications manual, get in touch with EIMAC, 1678 Pioneer Road, Salt Lake City, Utah 84104. Or your local Varian/EIMAC Electron Tube and Device Group Sales Office.